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SOV SYM:BOUS

a R'"uai of hole

a Shuiter lateral dimeno

A Constant

AElastic lo~ngitudinal !-icdent wave displacement amPlitt-:e

A2  Elastic longitudinal reflected wave il splacement amplitude

* A3  Elastic shear reflected wave displacemen~t zq.mlitude

A. Elastic longitudinal revfracted wave displacement amplitude

A5  Elastic shear refracted wave displacement amplitude

b Longer lateral dimenb ion

B Constant

c Velocity of propagation of longitudinal wave in u.adiuins
a,b "a" al4

C IMaxiuua stress -oncentration aloi single opening,

C pComprersive strength of pillar

D Diameter

Dmx axijm- &-.flelllction -a beam or plate

DDeflection before widening

D2  Deflection afte widening

Z Yovag a modlus

En Youn a nodul of the n th bea

f Frequency of vibration

F Safety factor

YC Safety factor in coprossion

Pt Safety factor in tension

H He0t( t.*V
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k Multiplyjing factor

ka t Maximum amnplitude of incident streas pulse

K Maximu&~ streEs cuncentrat ion in pillars

L Length, length of span

L N.I.se length

hl Span width before widening

L2  Span vidtn after widening

M Ratio of Sb/S, or

* Number of layers formed in spalliing process

p, 4j, r kParam~ters for opening shape

r Radial distance from center of hole, polar coordinate

R Percent recovery

Sb Horizontal applied stress

SvVertical applied stress0

S Applied stress in x direction, horizontal

S yApplied stress in y direction, horizontal

Sb Average stress before mining

S Average pil.lar stress
p

t Thickness of slab

t Thickness of at beam

T Tensile strength uf rock

T Ttunnel diamter

v Particle veloci~y

va ~ Vilocity af propagnt4r'i rf? 3a-,!r 4m.mIvn r mvdiýuma 't~b~~"b

vi Velocity of first spall

V)" Velocity "f Conel spau

Vx @



W Weight, lb

4J Width

WO Width of opening

W Width of pillar

W1A Cube root of weight of exiJosive charge

x, y Rectavgular coordinat'ss

7 Vertical disanwce from surface

3ýIncident angle of wave A,

,* Angle of rtfij..ction if v'nvv A,

0*4 Angle of reflection of wave A4

01 Angle

b~3Angle of reflection or wave A-

135 Angle of reflection of wave A 5

0 Angle, polar coordinate

IA Poisson's ratio

p Density or rock

P& A~pparent density ox 11.)eat bean

"b, ') Density of mediums 'tb" and "a"

"pc" 4ec nanical impedance o~f the medium

PU Density of at bean

c c Mormst itresa in the concrete medium due to refraction of

a 0  Normal stress in granite before the Pitress pul as strikes the
9interface

OUThe tensile strength of metal

anNor"-al stress in medium "a" before ptulsi strikes a boundary

* VII
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a Normal stress in mediua 'a" after pulse strikes a ',oundary

an NOrini~I bt.-ss itn medium "b" after pulse strikes a bowudary

a The per~k COM~Pressive strt*--s of the incidsnt. dave

Or Radial6 at-ess

Ct Boundary tangenrtial stress

(11 ftmential stress

T a Maximum shear stress

T eShear stress

vr.0
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EN~GINEERING AND DESIGN

D)ESIGN' OF UNDFRGROUNLJ iNSTFA LATIONS Li RuCK

TIJNNELS AND LINiNGS

I~rOrUCTION

2-01i PRfRPozS AUtD SCOPE. This manual ir. one of a series issued for the

*guidance of eagineers in the decl~a of underground in~stal1&tions iiL. rock.

It is applicable to all elements of the Corps of Erngineeca. who may be con-

cerntd with the desiga. and cunstruction of undergrottnd military instaLLa-

tions. Criteria axe presented herein, and in. th- related manuals of this

series, relative to the protection against weapons * f mo'dern iwarfare

afforded by underground installations in rock. The physical and economic

factors involved in new constructioni or the conditioning of existing mines

for storage pa.rposes &an occupancy are discussed. Guido-1:.nes hive been in-.cluded relative to devices and measures that should be taken to meet pro-
tective requirements.

2-02 REFRENCES. Manuals - Corps of Engineers - Engineering and Design,

covntaining 1nte,.velated subject matter are listed as follows:

DESIGN CF U .DE.9GROv'fD INSTALLATIONS IN ROCK

R4 1110-34.5-1.31 General Planning Considerations
fl4 11O-3J45-4i'f' Tunnels &an Linings
EMI 110-34.5-4.33 Space Layouts and Excavation Method.s
EMI O1-345-4.34 Penetration end E)plosion F.~fects (CONFIDENTIAL)
ENI Ol-34.5-4.35 Protective Yeatures and Utilities

* ~a. Refer--ncet to Material In Cther Maonuals of This Leriem. I..ý the

text of tni& manual referarces aic a&d& to paragraphs, ftgures, equations,

and tables in the other manuals of this ari:in accordance with the

number designatioup as they appear in the:.e manuals. Th. Clroit part of' the

designation vtbich precedes either a dash, or a Ii~nt, laertuit' a

particular manual In the seriei a sitown in the table l'o'.lov~ng.
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________ i igh e equation table_.

1110( 345-L31.) 1.
1110-345-4,32 2- 2. (2. 2.
11i0-345-433 3- 3. J3.
1110-345-434 4 (4.) 4.
1110-345-L, 3 5  5- 5. (5.) 5.

"b. Bib) lography. A bibliogrLp>" is given at the erl of e-ch m3aual

in the series. items in the biblicirn.p,,y are referenced in the text by

numbers inclosed in brackets.

c. List of Symbols. Definitions of the symbols ust: thrcighou-t this

.anual are given in a list followfin- trte table of contents.

2-03 RESCISSIONS. This manual is a reissue of material contained in an

Engineering Manual on Dk4,j of Ulidergrcund Installations in Rock (13 chap-

ters), dated March 1957, prepared for the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army,

by Bureau of Mines, U. S. Departmernt of Interior.

2-04 MANUAL PREPARATION. The manaals of this series were developed

through collaboration of a number of organizwtiois. The Corps of Engineers,

U. S. Army, initiated the work and outlined the scope of the maxiual. Data

from the underground explosion test program, underground site surveys, and

information grined in the Fort Ritchie project and other constracticn were

furnished to the Bureau of Mines, Department of the Interior, who assumed

the responsibility of compiling the manuals. They, in turn, contracted for

preparation of certain material by organizations havirn :;.ccial competence

in the various fields covered. The work of preparation was as follows:

EM LU0-345-431 General Planning Considcrati'ns. Prepared by
Missouri School of Mines and Bureau uf MiDis,
U. S. Department of Interior.

EIN 1110-345-132 Tunnels and Linings. fPj'pared by the Bureavt
Minet, U. S. Department of Interior; -nd the
Rensselaer Polyttchnic Institute..

EM I1I0-34r-433 ;pace Layouts wi.d -.wav.4 'on Methods. Prepar'e* by
E. J. Lor.gyear Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

EM .110-345-434/ Penetration and Ixplosioa E.rects (CONFrDEW-"aL)..
Endineer Research Associr.tes.

EN 1110-345-435 PLotective Features and ('tOliI;'"•, Prtpmred b;.
Lehigh aTer'sity; ikreau of MInes, U. S. Departc;.t
of Interior; wnd the Corps of ý'it•neers, U. S. Ary

2
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2-05 __•J,_J.. All undergroe, d rc_-, as s reuult of nature, is in a statP

Of stress, and :tny opening created in 'his rcok produces additional

stresses In the rock surrounding tUe opening. Wbether or ;ot t)l- openink:
is stable derends upon the strength r.' the rce in situ anu the r.'gniUude

of stresses around the opening. Beforre decigninrg underground installations

for protection against btCbin- I.L Is first necessary to detign undcraround

openings which are stable under Oie statiý stresses in the surr-,mding

rock. In this manual paragraphs 2-06 through 2-29 consider the desigr of

underground openirg for static stability only, and the design problems
considered are rcstrlcted to those rock types which are capable ef sustain-

ing openings without support. Lined structures which are capable of sus-

taning both static w- dJynamic forces with the use of artificial support

such as linings, roof bolts, sets, etc., are discussed in paragraphs P-30

through 2-50.

Mine design has been based generally upon experience and trial-and-

error methods. In recent years a more quantitative approach t, mine design

problems, based upon stress theory, has been used with coni;iderable suc-

* cess. The factors that limit this quantitative approach aiv the irregu-

larity of the boundaries of the openings, the complexity of the system of

openings, the heterogeneity of the roxk, a lack of knowledge of the

strength of the in-situ rock, and a lack of knowledge of the state vi)

stress in the rock prior to mining. However, by -_.k-rg reasonable as.n -

tions, approximate solutions to various mine design problems have been ob-

tained. 'uhnerous investigators during the last twienty years have contrib-

uted to the development of the quantitative approach to mive design prob-

lems. Examples of the type of problems considered and the solutione -

tained by many of these investigators can be found in r"ferencee (1, 2, .

4, 5t 10, 16, 19, 23, 2'", 25] given in the bibliography at Vae end of this

manual. These references cover most of the design problems considered in

tne manual.

The Applied hysices Laboratory, Bureau of Mines, U. 3. Depaatmant of

the Interior, has been active in the field of undersgrmtnd mine de-sian fc.

many- years and has had opportunitier Lo apply quantitative methodb to zm_!.e

Iut, uture problem3. Theoretical mine designs rte checked in tbt, field by

*
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experimental roots techniques, r.c aiecribed in reference [151. Tne mine

design methods presented in this manual have been used in prace.[ce at one

time or another, and found to give reasonable results.

ASSUMPTIONS USED IN TWNMEL DESIGN

2-06 NECESSITY FOR AssumPrIONS AND SAE'E'IY FACTORS. Because the problem of

designig safe and stable underground installatiL-- in complicated by many

.a•tors, simplifying assumptions regarding the openings: rock properties,

state of stress, and criteria of failure, are necessary. 1Thtse assumed

condizions are only approximated by openingb in rock; therefore, large

s@afety factors in all design equations are required.

2-OT ASS11P1IONS REGARDING OPENINGS. The opening or system of openings is

assumed to be in an infinite medium--a condition that it; Justified when the

distance between the system of openings and the exterior boundary of the

medium is greater than three times the size of the openirgs.

The openings are assumed to be simple geometric shapes, tiat is,

openings having nearly equal dimensions, such as stopes, are represented by

spheres or oblate and prolate spheroids. The cross-sectional shapes of

adits, drifts, shafts, tunnels, crosscuts, etc., which are long compared to

their cross-sectional dimensions, are reprecented by circles, ellipses,

ovaloids, and rectarnles with rou•ad.d corners.

2-08 ASSUMPTIONS REGARDING THE ROCK FORMATIONS. To simplify design prob-

lems, three general types of mediums are considered which a.-- designated

as follows: (1) isotropic, homogeneous, (2) horizontal bedded, and

(3) inclined bedded formations. In all three of the above t:,es cf - 'rma-

tions, the rock is assumed to be relatively free from mechanical defects

such as open .iointing, fractures, etc. W14en .ah defects exist, thelt:

effect on the stability of the opening can be estimated only" by experi-

mental mining, trial-and-error methods of minirn, and from previov.,

experience.

a. Isotropic, Homogeneous. Many rock formations have relatively

uniform physical properties over large areas and in P11 .irections; there-

2.ýrt, they approach tho coa.ltions of an isotropic, no~geneous medium.
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Typical examples are massi-'e inl.mrsivts 3uch as granite or diorite, massive
extrusives such at; basalt or rhyolite, some massive metamorrhic rocks, anrd
thick bedded sedimentary formations. For the latter group the b';d thick-
ness must be large compared to the shorter dire--.,tons of the opening and
the beddin6 planes must be parallel to the length of the openlng. For
these furmations, the stresses arounc, openings may be estimated by eiastic

theory.

b. Horizontal Bedded. Horizontal beddeA formationtb may bt any ot
the stratified sedimentary rocks where the bed thicknesses are small com-
pared to the shorter cross-sectional dimension of the openings, the bedding

pl..,es are parallel to the length of the openirns, and the dip is less than
10 percent. These types of formations form several thin beds of rock over-
lying the opening and the stresees developed in these overlying beds can be

estimated by beam or plate theory.

c. itcliutd Bx-dded. inclined bedded formations are similar to the
"horizontal bedded formation except that the dip of the beds is greater than

10 percent.
* 2-39 ASSUMPTIONS REGARDIX THE STATE OF -TRESS PRIOR TO EXCAVATION. The

vertical stress on a unit horizontal section through a mass of rock is
equal to the weight of rock above this section, that isi

sv -1 • •',.

where

Sv a vertical applied stress

P = density of rock

y - vertical distance from surface

The horizontal stress on a vertical section through a mass of r-mk
may vary over wide limits depending upon the geologic history of the r-'ck
and the proximity of free vertical boundaries. In an undisturbed mass of
rock the horizontal stress at any given point Ls probably consi-4.rably lass
than the vertical stress. The horizontal stress resulting from vertical
i!oadtng and horizontal coný..n..ent, ie related to the vertical stress ar.

Noistzon's ratit, (16].

I.
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S = .•j s MSv (2.2)

where

S= horizontal applied stress

Sv = vertical applied stress

P = Poisson's ratio of the ro*:

M =

For Poisson's ratio of 1/4, the %ulue of M is 1/'3. In a mass of rock

:hich has been disturbed by geologic forces, the horizontal stress depends

primarily upon those forces which produce the disturbance. If these forces

have disapDeared, the hcrL'.•atl utress in the rock may approach that of

L&ndisturbed rcck, whereas, if the geologic forces are still active, the

horizontal stresses may ?xceed the vertical stress and approach the com-

preasive strength of the rock.

Three tpes of stress fields will be considered in this manual.

These are represented graphically In figure 2.1 and are given algebraically

by equations (2.1) and (2.2)
7 where the value of M4 isO0,10 stress represented by M - 0

-- - ] I f± would be expected to occur7i7 1 at shallov depths near ver-
soY PV S, "•T tical free surfaces. The

stats of stress represented

~.,,0" L~• •AMWO 0~ by M - 1/3 would be ex-
Figure 2.1. TA,.e assmed typue of stwa. fields pected to occur In undia-

turbed rock over wide ranges of depth, and that represented by 1: - 1 coul!

occur at great depth or in folded areas. 'hese three types of stress

field* are also assumed to be uniform both alone aen' around the oyening.

The height of the opening is assumed sall cuared to the depth below the

surface so that variations of stress field with depth in th- veininty

of the opening can be neglected. This 1r.a'. assumption has been shown

to be valid In & gravity •ress field when the depth oelow the surface

6 0

t. --- - - - "
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is greatcr 'han three times the height of the opening [161.
2-10 ASSUMPTfIONS RGARDING FLUR. The criterion of fatl".re assured for

design purposes in this manual is based on maximum stress theory; that is,

the rock will fail in tension when the tensile stress exceeds the tensile

ettengbh of the rock as determined by a simplu -cexure test on a sumple. of

the rock. If the tensile stress in the rock is small, the rock will fail

in shear at a value of compressive stress equal to the compressive strength

of the rock as determined by a simple compression test on a bArzple of the

rock.

2-11 PHYSICAL PROPERTIES. Designing undergroumn openings prior to mining

presupposes that semples of the rock (usually in the form of drill core)

are available for ins-e,,etion and phlysical property determinations. Inspec-

tion of drill core or the photographing of the interior of drill holes

determines the rock type and the presence of mechanical defects, both of

which should be mapped for the area by using core from several holes.

Standard physical property tests (18] snould be made on core from all drill

holes for each rock type encountered. These data should l.e suimarized by

* rock type giving average values and tne normal spread in ti-e data. The

most important physical properties for design purposes are density, Young's

modulus, compressive strength, and flexural strength. A tabulation of the

vhysical properties for some 200 different rock types from various mininw

properties throughout the country can be found in references [27] and [28].

2-12 SAFETY FACTORS. The mide- variety of assumptions necessary ror

achieving solutions to design of underground installations requires tne use

of a liberal ftctor of safety in design equations. E.;erience has shown
that safety factors of four or more are on the conservative r ide and are
sufficient to allow for most indeterminate variables in. mine ` lgn prob-

lems. Therefore, the following safety factors are recommended: fu.ý

pillars and sidewalls a safety facu.,: of 4 should be used, and f-r roof

slabs and arches a safety factor between 4 and 8 should be used. Where

conditiont are such that safety factors of tnis order of' mag-' ude cuanot

be ubed, it is recommended that various instrumentation techniques be used

to aid in the detection ot. failure. Yor example, the mtcronelsmic met. .4

of predictlnu$ rock failure [17] or extensoveter% fý'r measuriM, roof

9 T

7777-
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r [15] should be employed durirg the early developwent stages of minit*,

to check the accuracy of the design methods.

HOMOGENEOUS .AD ISOTROPIC FOfMAnIONS

2-13 GENERAL CONSIDETgATxONS. The major problem of designing safe ,n',d

stable underground openings in macelve homogeneous, isotropic rock forma-

tions is one or determini•g the maximum stresses Lieveloped in the vicinity
of the openings. These ma.imum stresses, known as critical stresser, must

be of smaller magnitude than the ultimate strength of the rock if the open-

ing '.- to be stable and r'.-r"n open vithout the use of artificial support.

The maximum stresses developed in the vicinity of openings in humogeneous

isotropic formations are a fuinctiun of opening shape but are indeperlent of

opening size. However, infinitely large openings carnot be made in any

rock formation because of the presence of mechanical defects. Therefore,

the ultipmte safe size of any opening Is limited by the structtral defects

found in the rock. Since these defects cannot be evaluated accurately

until the opening is formed, only experimental mining techniques a; A prior

experience can be used to determine maximum safe sizes for openings in

hom-3geneous isotropic formations.

For design purposes, underground openings are r1assified into three

general types: single, multiple, and interconnected. The determination of

stresses around siigle openings is the simplest and is discussed first.

Stress determinationz around systems of multiple openings separated by r01

pillars have been made both analytically and photoelastically and are dis-

cussed second. No theoretical or experimental work on stress determina-

tions around systems of interconnected openings has been done; tLarefore,

this problem is discussed only briefly.

Stress concentrations around oblate spheroidal-shaped cavities have

been found to be lover (approximately 30 percent) than those for Infinitely

long openirgs having the same cross section [25]. Thus, for &%sign pur-
poses, only openings that are long ccuapred to their cross sectioi an

considered. In addition, if the stress distribution &long the lengti of

the mpening is aes . hA t. o , niform and independent of the length, the

8
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Problem .Zf letermining stress distribit'tjr. red-aces t~o one of plane strain

and may be solved as a hole in a wide Plate subjec~ted Lv a two -direct ionaL

stress field in '.he plane of the plate.

2-14 SINGLE- OF,,,IjS. a. Circular qkunnels. The stresse-3 inducet! around

"a circular hola infinitely far from the bouuxdai-ies of d plate subjected to

"a Unif'orm tvo-directional stress field aire given by [26]:

0=(a,~ )' + v S NJ co 2a (2.4)

-~ raia

-~ sha sres

a~ t2 hol radius2-5

Or - radial dstanes fosete fhl

a a tanerticalapi stress

ih MS. a horizontal applied stress

trated nea~~~~r tebudr fteoeig needn ftemdlso

It is evident from the above relations that tnie atresses are concibn-

elasticity of the material, and indepen~tnt of the size Vf '.L ...4e, vh4*,-A

enters only In the dimensionless ratio (a/r).

For convenience, stresses in ti.e vicinity of an-.opening arc. usually
expressed as & multiple of the average stress existing outside the zone of

disturbance, commonly termed the stress concentration.
Stress concentrations along the major a"is at finite distanct.v fr'za

a %Arcular opening in a unidirection~l stress field, M a 0 , have 1eeL

calc.ulated from equations (2.3), (2.4~), and (2-'J, cAd ame sh':wr, In
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figure P.2. Since the szrcsses on or 0
near the free boundary, tc-nmine whether

or not the opncing will ail, boundary

aLressee ame cornsidered critical. Fig-

ure 2.2 shcde that tangential stresse.-

2 are m imaxi- at the boundary while

rz.dial stresses are zero.ý The maximumm
j shear strese *..io occurs at the bcundary

Fgure 2.2. Stres concentrton along .-
axes of symnmtry for circular *gjwm, M4

unidirectional stress ieldd

and equals one-half the tangential
stress. For other shaped openings maxi- v

mum stresses also occur at the boundary;/ ////w
hence only boundary tangential str-_sses / / /

are considered critical. -. , . " /
Figure 2.3 shows the ý.angential 0 \/'

stress distribution around the bournary ttt
of a circular opening for the three

types of stress fields, M n 0) , Fiue 2.?. rioaawy Strssa Conscea•raion
M - 1/3 , and M'- 1 . for eca.,m"Mots

b. Elliptical Tunnels. The parsmet,.iQ equations

x - p coso ; Y - q si, 0 .06)

define an elliptical opening. The boundary Langential stresses fur an.
elltptical opening in an infinitely vide place subjectO to a uniform
two-alroctional crtreos field are [61:

10
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2 2 2(sx z.) Up + n• si 0 -q+2 •ps

("2t 2 2 2
(p q .q nin 3 +q

where

act = boundary tangcntial stress
Sx = applied stress in - direction, horizoAtal

S = applied stress In y direction, %ertical

p, q = parameters for ellipse

a angle

x, y = rectangular coordi--tes

Equation (2.7) has been used to calculate the boundaxy stresses

around ellipses for four width-to-height ratios (W/H - 0.?5, W/H = 0.5,

W/H - 2.0, U/H = 4.0) and three types of

M a 1). The results of* these calnilations .

are shown in figure 2.14. J¶, f. ,

For the unidirectional stress field "I /, ,"II// J , ' / ,

the maximum stress conetntration at the

end of the horizontal axis increases as ", .. //
the width-to-height ratio increases, *

whereas the stress concentration at the

top and bottom of the openi- r ,s

constant at a value of minus one, signi- *+7J

fying tension when the applied stress is ' "

compression. For the two-directional
stress field (M = 1/3) the boundary -'. ,',', , .

stress concentration at the end of the - .--
C I.d *

horizontal axls Increases with increase , .

In width-to-height ratio, and the stress Figur, 2.4. Bodaiy saues conces•ia•roR

concentration at the end of the vertical

axis changes from large positive values to owll wegative values. Thý hy-

drostatic stress field prnu'nc.ý mcx4'muLr atreeses on the horizontal s•l. ?or

,oldtn-to-helght ratios greater than one, and on tha vertical awir for

width-to-height r'tios !,!as than one.

* 11J U : - • "i~ / J .. . .'I
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a. Ovalodal Tuinnels. An exact solut,4on has been obtaired for the

stress distribution around an opening in an infinitely wide plbte subjected

to a two-directional sLress field, where the shape of the openiat: is given

by tie following parametric equations;

x = p coo 0 , r "os 30, y = q sin 0 - r ain 3_ (2.3)

By selecting proper values for p , q , and r , ,."Ious shaped openings

-.an be obtained. The boundary stresseL for these open•.'.s are given by [6j

2(p + 6 rq) sin2 3+(q 2 + .- ) Cos - 6r (p +q) co 2  +9r 2 ] t

- (S 1 + S ) (p 2 sin2 1 + q 2 co2 5 - 9r 2 )

(p"q)(S S) [(p,()pS -s) -. )s
p + q -2r

- (q - 3r) coo 0] (2.9)

where

at tangential boundary stress

Sx = applied stress in x direction, horizcntal

S y applied stress in y direction, virticaly
p, q, r = parameters for openlrg shape

3 anWle

x, y - rectangular coordinates

Using the values nf p , q , and r given in table 2.1, fou: ... f-

fernt shaped openings resembling ovaloids, i.e. rectangles vith semicir-

eular ends, were constructed•-from equatic,. (2.3). The boundary streoaes

Table 2.1. Valises o Pauap.eler, for .4 pprntiipa.. Ovaloida

Wi4th-to-Height Ratio p q r

0.25 1. 1) 4. 19 -0.1
0.:0 1.1 2.1 -0.1
2..) 2.1 1.1 'o.14•.C c.19 7_19 -0.19

12
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around these ovaloidal sbah r w-arr zau-

lated from equation (2.9) for the three :.::7 idI-41j 44•-

types of stress fields and the results are
givern in •i.gure 2.5. .----

The maximum boundary stresses arcund ' r, , ,

approximate ovaloidal openings dt. not oe-

cur on the axis of the openiug &s in the

case of elliptical openings, but are s 3..,5

shifted toward the Junction of the semi- •
cirecular end and the straight sides. .......*.. ... • " ,+- .o

Otherwise, the boundary stresses arounid'/' " ' .:: ....

ovaloidal openings are similar to those

for elliptical openings. .I /

d. Rectangular Tknnels. The tan- T . ,t

gcntial. strccn diatribution aroun.=d a rec- A.l> '

tangular opening with rounded corners nn.s , f.40 o

been studied by the photoelastic Figur" 2.:;. Boundar stress

Sconcentration for ovaloidal tunaels

method (4, 19]. Rounded, i.e.

, ..... .. :.: filleted, corers were used tu avoid

:- "; extremely high corner streoseoo. -

--- - boundary stresses around five differ-• .I-on 0 1.o, 1.*
.... ... .... . ent rectangles with constant ratio "f

S-...*fillet radius to short dimension are

"••sovwn for three types oP stres"

-field in figuce 2.6.

- The maximum stress conv.ntrs--

tion occurs at the corners for alllp.• 2.6. IBoa•,da Luec co.cgnt.o

for rectangula tunnels uwith rounded &Wners. caser . For N a 0 , •'!he stresA
Ratio of fillet radius to short dmen•on. cu-/ cerve ration increasez with in-

crea" of W/H. For M o or 3. , ".he &.es concentraiul- as, the c raiers

is a mintimn for W/H 1 1. When M - 0 or 1/3 , there is a tensile Stjre..j

S13
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induced in the roof, but in the hy.r-.jsiatic field, M 1 , no tensile S
stresses are induced.

2-15 DESIGN PRINCIPLES, SINGLE OPENINGS. a. Discussion. The :&au'. Of
the preceding sections are summarized Into e set of ,r~tica1 stress cuirvct
for use in designing single openings ia homogeneous iso+ropic rock forma-
tions. Figures 2.T, 2.8, 2.9, and 2.10 -bow Lhe variation of critical
compressive and tensile stresses vtoas W/H for elliptical, oraloidal, and
rectangu~lar openinga in plates for the three types of epplied &tress
fields. The curves in these figures are used to estimate the critical
stresses for various shaped openings in1 different types cf stress fieidb.
Also, the following set of design principles can be obtained from the

above data.
b. List of Principles. (1) If subsurface ccnditions approximate

those of the unidirectional stress field acting vertically, an elliptical-
Bhaped opening with the m-aJor ayis vertical eives the snallest critlcal
stress. Furthermore, the greater the ratio of major to minor axis, the
lover will be the critiual stress. However, if an opening is re.quired
whose width-to-height ratio Is greater than unity, either an ovaloid or a
rectangle with rounded corners is a better choice thaan an ellipse.

I: F".

I - l : t .....

I: Iml ~o 1-.A mlll

ftew~ 9W #Wse 0660" SS65 mew 4

I•lIE coescenag~aioa for £man.aa of co'cimaltaica for :apala ef •taa croja

CVl • ,14 , w~ieaoa SC(QI mu-1r'iP. mai mf m m

00"0
0.0" 0 .

JI '-

_ _ _ _ _
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'0

~_~oW -0 '-/i4

W.o.to%0..3.4 'C04

9.0-100 "O 16 il)0I1-4 s.
*M.O a&% &eiih a- t'- a,. 4, "Imi 0

0 , NW ~ dof to" 10 Mc S 01.0 2 . 5 4
ude-*.-~~qmP 004 .d-&404tO'

Figure 2.9. Critical compressive stress Figure 2.10. Crilice-lienaiht stress concen-
concentr~ation fortuna~nels of various cross tration fotr tunnels 0 of nus cross sections,I .sections, hydnor:iatic sures field. SA . S,, two types of stress jlelds. V -;0, M 1/,?
(2) Under the action of a unidirectional vertiP~al stress field,

there is developed in the i-cof a stress concentration of approximately -1,

i..e., the stress in the roof ij in tekliiafl and is eq'tal to the appilied c~x-

pressi'!t streczc. Since Vie tensile strength nP"'~ rock is us~u~ally7r

low compared to its compressive strength, this tension may be critical.

(3) When there to a t'vo-directiornal stress field, and M4 equals

approximately 1/3.. an elliptical or ovaloida2l opening with major axis ver-

tical induces lower critical stresses than the rectangle. Wavoever, thes

critical stress becomes a minimum whern the ratio of major to minor ";.; L.s

about 1/3. If the ratio of width to heigk't of the openinC is Frsat-r than

unity, ova~loidal or rectangula~r ol.erilngs induce lower critical stresses

than ell.iptical openln~s.

(4) In a two-directioia~l stress field when M is 1/3 , roof tensions

are induced only when the width-to-height ratio of tim opening is g.le, ter

t.uan unity. Although the tensile G~ress concentration is lowei at ai1j.

.. W~es than for a wiidireictional verticall streaoi rLeld, the magnitude of

the streias Intreaties with increase oef vidth-to-hetight ratio, ail
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Is v'rtually independent of open. Z shape.

(5) in a 4vdrestatic stress fieli, the preferred openir. shape is a
circle. When a width-to-height rrtio either small or greater t),an unity is

desired, an ovaloid will induce lower critical str-.O;ses than either the

ellipse or re=.angle.

(6) In a hydrostatiz stress fielu no tensile stresses are induced

for any of the opening shapes.

'7) Sharp corntrs or an opening in any tyT. ýf streab field will
produce high stress concentrations, and should be &voldid.

2-16 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE, SINGLE OPENING. Determine the safety factors

that yiist for the stresses around a long rectaugular opening 25 ft wide

and 10 ft high at a depth of 900 ft in the center of a uniform sandstone

bed 70 ft thick, having the foUowi•g physical properties:

Compressive strength = 18,000 psi

M•d-',ous of ruptur - 1,600 psi

Poisson's ratio - 0.25

Rock density = 0.09 lb per cu in.

Rotinded corners for the opening will be assumed since routine blast-

ing rarely produces sharp corners. The stress field prior to mining may be

assumed to result cnly from the weight of superincumbent rock and lateral

confitmeent. Therefore, from equations (2.1) and (2.2):

Vertical stress = Sv j - 0.09 x 900 x 12 970 psi

Value of 8M= 14 --- 2.5 1

Horizontal stress - Sh w MSv n 1/3 x 970 a NO psi

The width-to-height ratio for the rectangular opening is 2.5; ther(_..,

from figure 2.8 tie maximum compressive stress concentration in the side-

walls is 4.4 and from figure 2.10 the ma;i:=u t.~upile stress concentral.ion

In the roof is 0.4. Hence, the critical stresses on the boundary are:

Critical compressive stress - 970 x ;.4 -a4300 psi

Critical tensile 4treus a 970 x 0.•4 - 390 pci
The safety factors are th. rt:,iio uf coaparesuive strengtk to m5ximzi

ca~preesivw stress, and the r•tio of modulus of ruptuti- t, ixximm tni lie

strep: Thus

16
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P 18. 1F 6o 4.1

c 7, .72;- 390

Since both safety factors exceed 4, which has been taker aA a normal
safety factor, the opening should be stable under the ass=ned operating
conditions.
2-17 M--TIPLE OPENIMS IN HOMOC-7,,13OUS AM)D ISOTROPIC FOWMTIONS.

a. Stress Distribution. Tl'. stress distributions around systems of
Parallel openings separated b- rib pillars is consideribly more ccuiplicated
than for a single opening. Therefore, this problem is discussed only
briefly and the design methods are based upon empirical results rather than
theoretical equations. The boundary stress distribution for a row of
equally spaced holeb of equal. size in a plate subjected to a unidirectional
compresalve stress field perpendicular to the line of holes has been deter-
mined analytically for circular openings [13.] and photoelastically for
circular, ovaloldal, and rectangular openings [5, 19]. Irrespective of the
number or shape of the openings, the following generalizaticns regardirg
the stress distribution around the system of openings caL, be made. First,
the maximum boundary compressive stresses occur on the sidewalls of the
openings, that is, along the edge of the pillars between the openings. For
a finite number of openings the boundary stress concentration is greatest
for the inne.most holes and approaches the maximum value of the st:re'.s ;un-
centration for an infinite number of openings. Second, the boundar, stre~s
at the top and bottom of the openings is tension and is approximatelV equal
in magnitude to the applied compressive stress. However, this tensile
stress concentration decreases rapidly with applied confining pressures.
Third, the pillar stress concentration increases as the opening-to-piliar
width ratio increases, but the stress distribution tlu uugh L pillar '-

comes more uniform. Thus, when the pillar width is small compared t• the
opening width, the average stress in the pillar is nearly equal to rhe
maximum stress.

b. Unidirectional 3tress Field. The following equatlon has been
derived from experimental data (5)

2 2

17
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where

K = maximum stress concentration in pillars

C - maximum stress concentration. around a single openirg
for urldirectional stress field

W = width of opening

W - widtn of pillar
p

By use of equation (2.10), the maximum itress concentration in rib pillars

for a series of parallel openings can be computed 7Ž,=n the ratio of openirib

width to pillar width and the maximum stress concentrati-- around a single

'( -opening of the same shape. Various values of

IC for use in equation (2.10) for different

'in. €shaped openings may be obtained from the
., '-r- .,, carve- given in figure 2.',. Equation (2.10)

has been evaluated for circles, ovaloids, and
* rectangles and the corresponding maximum

I C - stress concentration in the pillars as a!
function of opening width to pillar width is

shown ina figure 2.11 togetfer with available

experimental data. Also shown in figure 2.11

OW* is the average pillar stiess concentration an

a function of opening-to-pillar width. This

%* , avei..•g pillar stress is obtained by assuming

S -"that the pillars uniformly support the entire

a 0 e -.s W 1 load of the overlying rock.* *WaNb WIN. IO

* SS• ,,OM o-S c. Two-Directional Stress Fields.

Figure 2.11. Critical compressive Analytical studies on the stres: 4ict: .... tion
stress concentration formu.ltiplee openins around multiple openings for two-aLrectionsL

openings

applied stress fields are inadequate for ottaLniru design criteria. How-

ever, by combining the results for single openings in two-directional

stress fields with those for multiple openings in unidirectional sti i

fields an approximate design method can be obtained. Thus, it is aa•siumd

that equation (2.10) can be useu for two-directional stress fields by

siiaply using for C the value of the critical stress -onentration ,.crund

a ein3le opening t% a t .o-dt ... tional stress fiel. (fi,.ores 2.8 and 2.9)

18
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instead of the value for tht uniuirtctional stress fie.d.

2-18 IrLLUS-RATwIE ExAMPLE, MU-.LTIPLE OPENING. Determine .f a row of 30-ft-
diameter circular tunnels can safely be spaced on 60-ft centers at a depth

of 1000 ft" in a homogeneous isotropic rock f;.---w.ion having the following
physical- properties:

Density = OA.(5 lb per cu in.

Compressive strength = 15,000 psi

Modulus of rupture = & n si

Poisson's ratio = 0.25

A lateral confining pressure is assumed; therefore, the applied stress
fi'eld is

S = 0.095 x 1000 x 12 = 1140 psi
0 25 x 1 4 T sSh = 1 - 0.25 1140 = 377 psi

F.r.. figure 2.8 the critical bouda'Ly cuvpresaive btress concntration is

2.67 for a circular opening and from figure 2.10 the crit.cal'tnsile

stress is zero; therefore, design is based only on compresaive stresses.

* Substituting in equation (2.10) gives

K - 2.67 + 0.09 [(1+)2 -_ i - 2.67 + 0.09 x 3 2.94

A stress concentration of 2 )4 giv.&. a critical stress of

2.94 x 1140 a 3350 psi

The ratio of the compressive strength to critical stress is the safety

factor, thus

*15.040 5
3,3J;-

Since the safety factor is greater than 4 the above system of ,penings

should be a safe and stable installation in the absence of any abno'1l

geological defects.

2-10 INTERCCSNECTE OPK-ENGS. The stress distrf ,otion for sywv~xs of

interconnentcd oj--ninr,.', such as used in -oa a .L pillar methods of miniag,

* 19
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has not been studied analyt.cally. The assumed basis for design therefore

is either the average pillar stress or the muyimum bounda.ry stress for a

single opening, whichever is the larger. in general, average pillar

stresses for interconnected openings will be largez .u, maxlxmu= boundt""Y

3tretses for a single opening when the mined area e)xceeds 75 percent, that

is, when the opening•-to-pillar width ra' lo is greater than 1 for sluare

pillars.

Critical or maximum boundary btresses for various shaped single

openings have already been given. The method for desizning safe pillar

spport from average strear is given i., the next section.

OPENINGS IN HORIZONTAL LEDDED FORMATIONS

2-20 GENERAL CONSID13.RATIONS. The design of underground openings in a

horizontal bedded formation can be d;vided into two -major proliems: first,

the determination of safe span lengths, and se._o:,d, the determination of

safe pillar support Each of these problems can be subdivided aacording

to the system of openings: first, the single opening; second, parallel

openings separated by rib pillars; and third, intercornected openings

supported by square pillars.

a. Safe Span Length. For single openings, the determination of safe

span length is based upon the assu"qption +hat the root s.L~b may be reprc-

sented either by a uniformly loaded beam fixed at both ends or a uniformly

loaded rectangular plate fixed on all edges. Furthermore, it is assumed

that: the roof slab extends over the entire opening and has no vertical

cracks or fractures, there is no bond between ti-e roof slab and the ror"k

above, the roof slab is a homogeneous, isotro;ic rock havin& A linear

stress strain relation, and no confining pressures exist at the eages of

the slab. The effect on a roof slab of an axial load resulting from con-

fining pressures in the rock as been calculated anA found, in practical

cases, to contribute leas than 10 percent to the bending moments 122•.

Therefore, only vertical loads are considered fnr design purkiust. For

single opeuiings where the ratio of the lateral dimensions in greater than

2:1, beam theory is usei, and leas than 2:1, plate t:v y is used.

20
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0 The determination of .ofe span lengths for parallel openings sepe•
rated by rib pillars presentd no addj ,ional problems. Each openlng is

considered independentlv and either the beam or plate tht-ory Is used foc

Ca],,,ulatirq safe span lengths depenling upon tbe ratio ot room length to

width.

The problem of determlnizi6 safe span lengths for interconnectad open-

*Ings supported by pillars haý no &nown theoretical solution. Therefore, a

relatively large safety factor, 8, is emploý,ed with the. simple beam theory

to allow for the additional stresses created by having only partial support

at the edges of the slab. The dlstnnce between rows of pillrE is con-

sidered the span length.

b. Safe Pillar Support. Thie determination of safe pillar support

for a single opening reduces to an e3timation of the sidewall stresses.

These stresses are estimated from the boundary stresses around single open-

ings in homogeneous, isotropic medium.

The determination of safe pillar support for parallel openings sepa-

rated by rib pillars or interconnected openings with squire pillar support

is based upon the assumption that the load on underground pillars results

only from the weight of the rock above the openirns and pillars, and that

the loading conditions are similar to those in a simple compression test.

The average compressive strength determined by laboratory tests on samples

of the pillar rock is assiomed tc. he the avk:r ., 0rcrgtlh of the pil.•ar

rock in situ.

2-21 SAFE SPAN LENGTHS IN HORIZONTAL BEDDED FOIW4ATIONS. BEAM THEORY.

a. Single-IAyer Roof. The maximum values of tbe deflection, shear,

and tension fnr a uniformly loaded beam clamped at both ends are givean r?.!"!

* '4

DI (2.11)

3 L

. . a _ (2 .1.2 )

2
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where
D = maximum deflectionmnx

T = maximum shearing stress

ama~x - maxi-tm tensile stress

L = span length (shorter lateral dimension slob)

t = slab thickness

E = Young's modulus

p - density of rock

The maximum deflection occurs at the center of the beam and the maxi-

mum shear and tensile stresses occur at the ends of the bern. At ',he cen-

ter of the beam the shear is zero, and the tension is one-half the maximum

value, thus, the expected pointa of initial failure woull be at the ends of

the span rather than at the center.

The maximum shear stress varies dirrctly as the span lergth, whereas

the maximum tensile stress varies as the square of span length, aind in-

versely as the slab thickness. The ratio o:f these stresses is:

' 2L (2.14)

Trjax 3

Thus, for beams long compared to their thickness, the tensile atress ex-

ceeds the shear stress. Since for tont rc.-k the tensile strength is less

than the shear strength, shear stresses can be disregarded and only tensile

stresses employed to Jetermine saWe span lengths.

Equation (2.13) may be rewritten as a design forwila for Wsfe span

lengtis by replacing amax with T , the tensile, strength of the ro"'

dividing T by F , a safety factor; and solving for L • Thus

L (2.15)

'Using a safety factor of 8 and a rock density ,'? 0.09 lb per cn In., a

graph of equation (2.15) on log-!,- cor'irnates Ir shown in figure ?2.2.
Thir gruph relates safe span length to bed thlckness and treelle stre÷e~h.

Figure 2.12 may be •.ed 'or r-i.-h estimates of safe spr lvzgth and

22
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equ~ation (2.15) for more pre- !;3e " W -'&

b. 'Nio-Layer Roof. When

the roof rock is com~osed uf two

slabs, one above the other, there

0 t

Figure 2.12. Safe sp~an lerigth for various roof7/ ahicknesses anud tensile strengths of rock

are two cases to consider (see figure

,-2.13). First, when t'!e thicker slab

,.'.~ ','½,/./ overlies the thinner slab, each acts

Figure 2.13. Two conditions for muld - inde~pendentlyr and the stresses and de-
layered roof saibs

flection in each slab can be calculatea

byl equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13). Second, when the thinner slab

overli~es the thicker, the lower slab is load~rl Iy the iipper one. T~'is

additional loading can be calculated from beam theory and represented as

an apparent density of the lower slab which is given by

E~1 +2 2

where pas apparent density of lower beam

E, Young's mo~lulus of lower beam

*E 2 w Young's modulus of upper besso

01 a density of lover beam

p2- density of upper beant

ti thickness of lower te&.m
t,. a tnickness of upver be=m

S 23
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The maximum vP.Iue3 of the deflection, shear, and tensile stress in the
lower slab are determined by equations (2.11). (2.12), and (2.13), respec-
tively, where p is replaced by pa . If the density and YounZ's modulus

are the same for both slabs, the maximum vaJue of oe occurs when the

upper slab is cne-half the thickness of the lower. Lnd±er this condition

Pa AN 4/3 P1 ; hence the upper slab increases the tensile stresses in the
lower slab by 33-1/3 percent. Safe span lengths for the case of two beamb

may be determined from equation (2.15) by replacing p with p

c. Multiple-LAwer Roof. When the roof rock ,;• composed of three or
more slabs having no bond between slabs and the thinner slabs overlie the

thicker ones, the additional load on the lowest slab can be calculated from

beam tl,6ory and represented ev an apparent density of the lowerst slab which

is given by

E,t~ (0 t + P t2 +t P 3 n n (217°s" E~t(2.1,T)
Elt + E;t +Et + ... + Et3
1 1 22 ~33 n n

where

pa apparent density of lowee4 "'• +

En - Young's modulus of nth beam

On a density of nth beam

t = thickness of nth beamn

The values of the maximum deflection, shear, and tensile stress and the
safe span length are ugain obtained by substituting pa for p in equa-

tions (2.11), (2..a2), (2.13), and (2.15), respectl,'lY.
For multilayered roof slabs ha&vine variolia thicknesses ".,I phay.yLl

properties, the number of layers that need to be considered can be deter-
mined by using equation (2.17) stepwise. 'L-ut !I, the apparent densityj is
calculated for the first two slabs, then the first three, first four, etc.,
until the apparent density shows rio further incroase. Only those 1.jers

that produce an increase in the apparent density are effoctve~y Iota .ing
the lowsve layer.

24
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. ~2-22 S= SPAN LENGTH~S IN HrNRWcý'AT1r BEDDED FORKATTONS, PLATE ThEOF~Y.
The maximum values of the defle~ction e'4d tensile stress for a vniz'ormly
loaded rectang'jlar plate clamped en all edges are giver, 2

D4if (2.18)Et 2

CMax t

where
0mx=maximum deflection

.maximum tensile stress

a = Bhortez Ltteral dimension

b = longer laterttl dimension

E = Young's modulus

p= density

t = thickness

A, B - constants

Table 2.2. V'aluaes of A and 8 for Various Val ues

of b/a and Poisson's Roaso Equal to 1/3

b/a 71117
1.0 0.0513 0.0138
1.1 0.0581 0.0164
1.2 0.0639 O0l01A
1.3 0.0687 0.0209
1.4 0.0726 0.0226
1.5 0.0757 0.0240

1.9 0.08322 0.0272

*2.0 0.0829 0.027

The maximum deflection occurs at the center of the plate and, -6e
msAituzum tensile stress occurs at tN' middle of the long~er dimencluii tit -..hs
edge of the plate. For ratios of b/a greater. trw 2.0, the bWsm theo~ry
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equations given in paragraph 2-21a a•rpox.iLate the stresses And deflection 0
of the plate tteory. The error in the maximum stress is less than 1 per-

cent and the error in the maximum deflection is less than 12 percent.

Az before, cquation (2.19) can be rewritten cs a design formula for

safe span leneth by replacing a... with T , the tensile atrength of tt:
rock; dividing T by a safety factor, i ; and solving for a , the

shorter lateral dimension. Thus, the &•,afe span length is given by

& = i(2.20)

2-23 TTUJSTRATIVE EXAMPLEC SAFE SP.AN LENGT. The estimation of safe span
lengths from equation (2.15) or (2.20) requires values for the safety

factor, density, modulus of rupture of the roof rock, a&4 the thickness of

the roof slab. When the roof rock is composed of two or more slabs with

the upper ones loadiug the lower ones, then the density and Young's modulus

of each slab are also required.

Safety factors between 4 and 8 should be employed, dependLg upon the

type and number of mechanical defects that can be observed in the roof

rock. The density, Young's modulus, and modulus of rupture are obtained

from physical property tests on dlimond-drill core obtained from the roof

rock. When available, the modulus of rupture determined on horizontal more

should be uked, otherwise, verticL - core way be used. Prior to mining the

opening, the bed thicknesses overlying the opening are estixixed by in-

specting vertical drill cores of the roof rock and noting pl-nes of weak-
nees. After mining an opening, the estimated bed thicknesses way be

checked by stratascope surveys and *ag measuremunts as the or'Zin.1 .. ning

is periodically wvdened. From equation (2.11) the apparent bed thickness

can be calculated from the change in lef!i,:tlon resulting froa a chanW, in

span width wit-ch is given by

t 2- 1 /
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where

2 = span width after videning

L1 = epan width before widenirg

D, D1 = sag resulting tf.om widening

A complete di3cussion of the expex.imental techniques employed in developing

safe span lengths at the Bureau of Mines Oil Shale Mine, RAfla, Colorado,

has beez- reported [15j.

As an examrle illustrative of safe span design, consider the follow-

Ing problem. Determine the maximum safe span for an urdergroand installa-

ticn in a stratified formation 600 ft below the surface, consisting of a

single opening 30 ft high. Inspection and physical property tests on

diamond-drill core from the proposed roof rock laie given the following

data:

Slab Density Young's Modulus of
Thickness,. ft lb/cu in. Modulus, psi Rupture, psi

First slab 6 0.09 3 x 10 6  3 x 10 3

Second slab 2 0.09 2 x 10 6  2 x 10 3

0Third slab 10 0.09 3 x 10 6  3 x 106

The second slab vi..1 load the first slab an it Is thinner than the bot-to,.

slab, but the third slab will not load the bottom slab because it is much

thicke.r than the lo'wer one. To calculate the additional loading on t:ie

lower slab use equation (2.16) to obtain the apparent density of the bottom

slab. Thus

x10 (6 6x 12) (o.09 x 6 x 240.09 X L X 2)
3 x 106 (6 x 12)3 . 2 x0' (2 x 12) 3  l

Oubstituting 0 for p in equation (2.15) gives t e estimated safe span
*aa

x .. 3. _x 103 x 6 !, 2
L "V -2' - 56ft

* 2T
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2-24 SAFE PILLAR SUPPORT IN HOR ýPDNTAL BEDDED FOW4ATIONS. a. Single

Openings. The determiiation of safe pillar support for a sinle opening ir
a horizontal bedded formation reduces to an estimation of the "•o0uicUey

stresses in the Pidewalls. Depending upon the ty2_e f stress field and the

gen..ral shape of the opening, the cr•.tical boundary stresses are obtained

from the appropriate curves in figure 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9. The c.-iticai.

boundary stresses should always 'e leas than the strength of the. ro,-4 and

preferably by a factor of 4.
b. Parallel Orpenings. The average stress on rib pillars between a

series of equally spaced parallel openings of equal size is given (51

3 * ~1+~~ib(2.22)

where

Sb a oy average verttical stress before mining

9p average stress in pillars
W = opening width0

W P pillar width

p = density of rock

y = depth below surface

Equation (2.22) may be rew-itten rs a dedign formula for safe pillar

widths of rib pillars by replacing S _ by Cp , the comprecuive strength

of the pillar; div"l.ng C by F , a safety factor; sal solving for W •
Thus, the safe pillar width is given by

w 0 (. o
P C

1- I

c. Interconnected Openins.. The average sttvas on square P41lars
for a system of interconnected onenings in a horizontal be.ed formation is
given (51

it' (U) 2  (2.24i)
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where

W p= widtii of pillar (same in both lateral direction:.-

W =opening width (same in both. laterai directions)

S= average stress in pillar

Sb = average stress before mining

Replacin .byC, h ccpssive strength of -.he pillar; dividingC
by F ,a, safety fa~ctor; and solvixlg for W p ives the safe pillar width

design formula for sq:uare pillar si ipport as

W0 (2.25)

p CF

For mining purposes the percent mined area or percent recovery, R

Is often useful. Equations (2.23) and (2.25) can be put ir terms of safe

percen~t recovery, giving

*R 1~00 l- (2.26)

2-25 COMPRSSIVE STRENGIN OF PILLARS. The conmp!r4ssivu strength of

pillars, Cp, used in equations (2.23), (2.25), and (2.26) needs som

clarification. Laboratory test on diamond-drill1 core has shown that the
observed comressive strength is a function of the length-to-diameter

ratio, L/D , of the sample (121. Standard ccupressive tests are performed

on samles having an L/D ratio equal to one and the necessary correctl.. z

for the compressive strength of samples having an L/D rati ) between 0.5
and 2.0 aaounfs to loes than 120 percent. Therefore, no correction for the

compressive strength of pillars vhose ratin of L/D lies between 0.5 and
*2.0 Is required. Pillar@ having L/D rat-Aos greater than 2.u should bi

avoided because the "column effect" reduces the streneth tnf the p1lIra"

approciably.
The strangth~ of underground pillars In sta~titied formatiaus presentib

saw difficult i e becax~so the strengths Of the various strata of rock in

* 29
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the pillar vary over wide limits. Unpiblished laboratory tes" by tha

Applied Physica Branch have shown that, in general, the strength of pillars
composed of different strata of rock is more nearlýy equal to the average
Rtrength of the various strata of rock rather than the weakest strata.

Therefore, the compressive strength of Iillars in stratified formations
should be obtained by averaging the compressive strengths of the various

rock types in the pillar.

2-26 ILuJSTRATIV! EAAM, SAFE PILLA U ;SPFORT. T-.: estimation of safe
pillar widths by means of equations (2.23) and (2.25) reqcred values for
comprescive strength of pillar, height-to-width ratio of pillar, opening
vidth, ifety factor, and avr-V.e stress before mining. Methods for esti-

mat tng compressive strength of pillars having various height-to-width I
ratios composed of st ._ied rock have been given in the preceding para-

graph. A safety factor of at least 4 should be employed and the height-to-
width ratio of the pillar should be kept below P. The opening width is
dtermined from safe span considerations and is assumed fixed. The average
stress before mining in given by equation (2.1). For a quick estimate,
average ve-tical stress in rock increases 1 psi per foot of depth. 4

An an illustrative example consider the following problem. Determine
the safe pillar widths for an underground instesIlation in a etratifled for-
mation 1000 ft below the surface consisting or 30-ft-high interconnected
openings supported by square pillar. wnere the safe opening width or dis-
tance between pillar has been fixed at 50 ft. Physical property tests
on vertical drill core from the pillar rock have provided the Lollowing

data:

Av'srag,2 Compressive
Strata Thickness. ft btrength, psi

1 15 2O,000
2 5 10,000
3 10 lib,000

The average ceompressire strength for a pillar having a height-to-width
ralio of 1 is the average strengtn or the three strata or 16,000 psi. eic
average str~.s befuru mining at 1000 ft is approximate], i0 psi.
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Assuming a safety factor of and substituting into equation (2.25) gives

the safe pillar width as

W -5p0 50-l=%=i 9 fP ý 6ocn":

Since the ratio of height to vidte. of pillar is approximatelV unitY, no

correction need be made.

INCLINED BEDFDD FOHMATIONS

2-27 GENERAL. In dipping strata, a tunnel i s usually driven parallel to

the dip or parallel to the strike. For the purposes considered in this

manual, the maximuo bedding angle whicn could "e followed is limited to

about a 10 percent grade, above which movement of wheeled vehicles and

equipment would be hampered. The deesip.. prcble= at cuch small angles iL

virtually the same as for horizontal be.died formations, az.d safe spans may

be calculated using the same equations from either beam or plate theory as
* the case requires. Pillars are designed in exactly the same manner as pre-

scribed for those in horizontal strata. Examination of the forces acting

in an inclined roof beam shows that the normal component of the vertical

load which tends to flex the beam is less than the total load, and hence,

the bending effect Is lessen-i. Thizs, the factor of safety is eveu gi -ater

than where the same roof bed lies horizontal.

2-28 TUNaL PErPENDIC1JIAR TO STRIKE. Openings made across bedded forma-

tions which are sharply inclined are not advisable unless artificial sup-

ports are ased. Since the dip in this ca"; is assumed greater 4-10 that

which would Droduce a 10 percent grade in a tun-

nel driven parallel to the stratificatlon, the UW"W**,4=&:PN i

tunnel could not be driven inclined and will be

considered horizontal. When the long d lnaicn

of the opening lies in a horizontal plane which W. 'O •

is perpendicular to the dir-.vt!cn nf the strikeIigwe 2.14 i.oeisi,.l ,;.

of the beds (see figure 2.14), the edgee of of a to.l strie1 o,, inclie -
numerous over2ying stra'a are exposed alone the bedded formataio
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entire length of the tunnel and will tenl to crack and drop into the open-

ing. Moreover, in the extreme case where these beds are of widely varying

thicknesses and physical properties, the problem of determining sl.en w"i.th

analytically would be virtually impossible. In any ,ame, all exposed

edges of roof bads must be supported by roof bolts or some similar

expedient. '

2-29 TUNNEL PARALLEL TO STRIfl. When the long dimension of the openiLj

is horizontal and lies parallel to the •

strike under sharply dipping roof beds, the

top of the opening may be made to conform

as close as possible to the dip of the

beds; see figure 2.15. This vould minimize

Pw'sl "ON h**of IW• e.-- the possibility of differential movement

of thin beds into the tunnel, but roofFigr 2.15. Cross sections of

hori:otal tunels driven paallel bolts would still be necessary to support
£ aa'•ke of ju.ed bedded~t fo..iono exposed edges of strata.

TUNNEL LIN!_NG3 TO PrSIST EXPWSIONS

2-30 GENERAL DISCUSSION. A statically stable opening is defined as an

underground opening that will successfully resist the static load imposed

by the overlying material. Such %L o,-eninc may require no supporting

mans, or may require some artificial support such as roof bolts, linings,

or same type of struct'tral framework. One anticipates that in large and/or

long openings, defective rock areas will exist where same type of static

load support will be required. Before the proulem of designing an ii"÷mnal

tunnel structure is considered, it is asumed i•hat a staticaily stable

opening can exist with or without artifict9l supports. Any internal tunnel

structure designed for protection against dynamic loadings is distinguished A
primarily from the usual type of static support by Is purpoae.

The problems encountered in Iriving an opening through various iedia
have been described in the preac.Lir.S paragraphs. The principles discussed

are predicated on t!'e assuuptions that the tunnels are in i rock meditum
unrger conditions thdt a -•ow ":o be considered static ly stable withi no
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*•:. • additional supports. In the cases where additional supports are required
for static stability, these JIppcrtS may be designed to resist dyaanic

loads as well, since the principles involved are quite parallel. Hove'erj,

the mode or failure resulting from the dynamic loadings can be caite

different.

Linings, when used for static support, may range from 'a thin -oating

of mortar such as Gunite, to a thi.-,'1 wall of plain or reinforced concrete

of various structural shapes and ,Iesigns. Structural steel elements are

also frequently used. The mechanJam of damase as discussed in this manual

applies directly in the cases of light tunnel linings, like Gunite, placed

to protect against rock spalling and sloughing due to air slaking, since

r".ch a thin coat will add. no material 3trength. Also, the use of roof

bolts does not materially affect the damage due to dynamic loadings.

Heavy supporting structures in direct contact with the tunnel walls ex-

perience a major effect from compressive stress pulse loadings, and design

of such structures should Incorporate the principles for protection from

dynamic loadings. Areas requiring special supportLi are a" much of a

* special problem in design for dynamic loads as they are for static loads.

In such cases special static and dynamic design should be considered

simultaneously.

2-31 REASONS FOR IYTRNAL LJNMEL STRUCiURE. An underground explosion

subjects the rock medium to a compressive stress pulse which may cahwe

extensive damage at free sui Aces such as the unprotected walls or a -un-

nel. The extent of the damage that may be generated depends upon the

amplitude of the stress pulse, the shape of the stress pulse, and the

physical condition of the rock at the surface of the tunnel. Experiments

on tunnel damage have been carried out by the Corps of Pvginer ([6, 7,
These reporis define four degrees of damage intensity which will be dis-

cussed later. Tunnel damage does not necessarily mean collapse of the

tunnel nor impairment of tunnel static stability, but is generally con-

sidered to mean breakage of rock at the wall surfaces. This "cakage is

such that the broken rock has a velocity as it leaves the wall surfa-?,!.

The spalled pieces of roc.. vary iu size and in the. velocity with which

they leave the wall surface. To provide protect or in an underg-,ound
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opening against the action of f.Lyrock, and in Sme cases to ,aintain the

opening, the folloving conditions should be fulfilled:

(1) The compressive stress pulse must not be permitted to enter a
protective structuxe &trtctljy so as t- 'use the same typc of
fracture in the protective str-ucture a" generated on the walls
of the tunnel, i.e. Spal~ ig fracture caused by reflection --f
tha coupressive stress pu2 -e at a free surface.

(2) The interior of the tu.rnel must be protected from the 4-amic
load of flyrock of various sizes and velocities.

(3) The accumulated pieces of rock brokea from the walls must have
some meanz of support.

eSch conditions can best be met by providing a structure within the

tunrel that is supported in such a manner that It will not allow direct

transmission of a stress pulse into the structure and is strong enough to
resist both the impacts of the f3Trock and the rebulting static load from

fractured rock.

2-32 GEOETRY OF OI'ENIGS, AND PROTECTIVE STRVUu-TMES. fThe influence of
ge.A.etry of an opening on the damage is discussed in Em ]l-o-345-43i. The
size an4 shape of the most effective internal tunnel structure to resist
the effects of dynamic loadings might well be considered before the size

and shape of a given opening is decided for final design. The factors of
use and function dictate the total area required and the minimum dimenetons
needed, but such factors as the terminal static load and flyrock impacts

are influenced by the size and a.ape ol the tunnel, and thus control the

design of the protective structure. A balance of these factors for
econcoical design Is desirable. It is possible that the cize of pro-
tective structure for extremely large areas would be far less economical
than sm-allr, longer tunnel arraiegeents.

The openiigs should be such that the protective structure e'_a be in
the shape of arches or ring., as these turc the trost effective in vith-
standing the type of loads that might be imposed. Us~ally, the protective

structure should conform more or le.-s to the tunnel shape. In ina44tion,
the stress pulse will be turned away from the protective stiucture by a

miasatching of the mchanical impedance. This mismatching of mechanV'neI

amedance is most easily accomplished by leaving a &"*,acý between stractur.
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and tunnel wall. Thia space .ýoula not be large and need not be more the'n

a few inches.

2-33 AVAILUBLE EXPERIMENTAL DATA. No experimental data a8 a available re-

garding lca~i gs on protective tumnel structwez that result; fron nuclear

explosions. Some experimental data and observations of HE explosions have

been obtaiu'ed by the Corps of Eng.--eers on tunnels with no "n.erna). struc-

tures [6, 7, 8]. One should rec-ognize, therefore, that the loalIng and

response of protective structuves in tunnels as presente.e here are based

only on the typvs of experiences and observations gained from the field
wo:k described in these referenccc. Explosive effects from HE bcmbs are

much more localized than would be ground shock directly transmitted through

the rock or alrblas -inlduced ground shock from atomic weapons. Therefore,

the zoning phenomena, which are described in EN 1110-345-434 and referred

to in paragraph 2-44 following, would not be directly applicable when de-

signing protection from large atomic weapons. However, the physical be-

havior of the bounding material would be similar in many respects and data

presented may be possible of extrapolation and adaptation ;o designing

internal structures in rock to resist atomic weapons.

CONVENTIONAL TUNWEL SUPPORTS

2-34 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS. Linings are used noiu&1ly for the purp.ra

of maintaining a stable opening from the static viewpoint. The design for

static stability may well be coupled with the design for protection against

blast loading failure. For this reason the general characteristics of

ordinary types of construction are discusned briefly.

2-35 STATIC 14AD CONSIDERATION. Suppcrte in the fore of tnmel linings

are generally used when the tunnel is in or must pass throu*h an area of

defective rock. Here the choice of the type of tunnel support depends on

the nature and charasteristics of the prev-ui'.•g rock defecto. Such prob-

le= of oelecting particular types of supporting structuree; are treated in

reference (20]. These strictures are usualy .]Z" j:ilar in type, charac-,e

istic, and function. They all are composed of transverse riths, either

circular when sqTeezing or swelling rock is enc.'tntered, or beesm or arch
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ribs supported on posts when the problem is one of supporting a slabbing

or collapsing roof. These ribs support longitudinal members caer which a
lagging is placed. This lagging may be either tl.ht or loose. The com-
pleted structire is back-packed with stone, gravel, or concrete, and often

the whole stlacture is concreted in place. A typical lining is cloposed of
ribs, longitudinal members, lagging, psaiing, and may or may not be con-

creted. The function is to maintain stability of the openirg and rrevent
rock from dropping to the rioor of the tunnel due to slaking and flow

fracture. Considerable care is usually taken to see that the ribs and

longitudinal members are loaded at multiple points. Struts are often

place-! across the invert if side pressures are heavy. Ribs In the shape
of circles are much preferred when the pressures are more severe.

2-36 DYNAMIC CONSIDERATIONS. The mechanical impedance match is near to
unity when static structures are concreted to the wa.ll of the tunnel. In

this c&se oue can expect the impingiug compureisive stress pulse to produce
the same type of physical action at the surface of the structw'e as that
which produces failure at the surface of a rock tunnel. Concrete with
reinforcing will resist heavy spalliug more than plain cencrete and more

than a bare rock surface.
2-37 APPEARANCE CONSIDERATION. Conventional linings are usually of very.

light construction in a solid or intact rock condition. What one sees as

he passes through a tunnel is nou necessarily any indication of the type o..'
construction .aeeded for protection against explosive pulses. The appear-

ance of the inner tunnel lining surface is an important pW-hological
factor,. This factor is kept in mind when designing present-day tunnels

for public use.
The appearance of the inner face of the liner is Iortant in an

opening where personnel are to be housed ;r s"b.jccted to working cond.1tions
for hours at a time. The designer should incorporate this factor into his
tunnel liner design.

UNDERGROUND DYNAMIC LADING

2-38 UnTHZ58 PIUT.SE. An elastic, idotropic, and homoe'c.u4z medtul as.

&.uyr&,ort the propoagat'.zu of •.o types of stress jplsee; first, a direct
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stress pulse either tension or .'ompression, called a dilatation pulse; and

second, a shear stress pulse. 7"he partile motion in a dilatational pulse

is parallel to the direction of its propagation, while in tle shear pulse

the particle motion is perpendicular tc the dir!ction of propagatlcn. A

"ilatation pulse only will be generated from a symmetrical. explosion in the

interior of an unbounded medium. -'e explosion in practical cases iic not A
symmetrical and normally occurs 'eladvely close to some surfoace- Both

types of pulses are generated under these conditions and & complex pulse is

present. In addition, the surface supports various types of surface waves.

This rather complicated pro1lram is greatly simplified by the fact

that the rock as a medium behaves near a free surface in a relatively

brittle manner. That ia to sayr, rock exhibits much greater resistance to

fracture by the applicat.on of compressi on and shear stresses than it does

to tensile stresses. The simplification comes about by the conditions of

fracture, which, due to the weakness in tension, merns that fracture is

produced by small tensile stresses when large shear and compression

stresses will not produce failure. Also, when a dilatation pulse strikes

a free surface it is reflected with a phase change of 180 degrees; thus, a

compression pulse becomes a tensile pulse. Therefore, if the medium is

much weaker in tension than in shear, only the dilatation part of the pulse

need be considered since fractures at free surfaces, u on the walls •,f a

tunnel, are of primary intereqt. A rock meodium Iis not perfectly elastic,

homogeneous, and isotropic, but full of joints and other types of discon-

tinuities. A consideration of the influence of these discontinuities on

the dilatation pulse is necessary. A dilatation pulse Impinging upon a

boundary between media which have difierent pbysical characteristics of

density and elasticity will be reflected and refracted ,rnder conditions

which are not ePmple. A reflected and refracted pulse of ths- shear ty;e

will be generated as well as a reflected and refracted pulse of the
dilatation type.

The intensities of the reflected and refracted pulses depend on the

alitude of the incident disturbance; the anglc of incidenne; the vave

shape of the incident disturbance; tie nature, size, and shape of Lha re-

flecting surfeee; the properties of the medium; P-" the distance frca the
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, bolndarY to the point considered. 1ne calculations required for the

rigorous solution of any reflection problem are extensive and require a
detailed knowledge of the properties of the medium. Rigorous t e t':•t

will not be attempced here since we are interested fPbtntially in gener, l-

izatioas from tensile reflections. Certain effects will be exanined using
simplifted conditions.

2-39 METHOD OF DETERMINING THE EaT OF IMPEDANCE MIS4ATCHIm. RelleC-

tion a&d refraction of wave, at the interface of t'o media are discussed

briefly to show the necessity of mismatching the mechanical inedance of

any two media which have different physical properties and are bonded

togeth-r. When an elastic dilatation wave of displacement amplitude A,

impinges upon an interface, generally

SJ. * i. four waves are gecrated a shown in

N, figure 2.16. Waves of displacement am-
plitu•e AU and A5 are refracted into
th* *%cond medium, and waves of displace-

ment amplitude A2 and A3  r e
fle:ted back into the first medium.

As •,Waves A and A4 are of the dilata-

O tion type and waves A3 and A3 ae of
-- mom the shear type. Angle a, is the Inci-

dent agle ofwave A1,,ngles % and
Figr 2.16. Refleca• ad o are associated with thL reflected and

refraction of am incident dilatationape u' refracted dilatation wmves. respectively,
as a plane interface

A angles 03 and 5 are associated
with the reflected and refracted shear waves, respectively.

Neglecting the onargy of the boundary disturbaces, formulas for
computing the relative amunts of energy +ransferred to these four waves
Lave been given by Knott [121. Formula for ccomputing the relative ampli-
tudes have beeu given by Zoepprits (291, Macelvwanc LIJd, nd K•lsir' (131.
Full dexivation and discussion of the"e formul" can be found In any
standard textbook on seimolcgy.

There ae fo,'r seperate boundary conditions at the interface.
.hee boundary coa.ltl j -s'', satisfied if it is &as' -ed that Huygien's
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- principle can be applied to these waves. This ieadst to the relations:

sinca, sin oa2  sin P sin cý sin~
3 ..-- (2.27)

Ca a Vb

where and va are the velL.cities of propagation of the dilatation and

shear waves in the first medium, ,nd cb and vb are the corresponding

velocities in the second medium. The velocity, c , of the dilatation wive

in any medium can be computed fron the relation

(1. + p,) (1 p)P (2.28)

and the velocity, v , of the shear wave in any medium can be obtained from

the relation

v E 1/2) (2.29)

The modulus of elasticity in tension, E , Poisson's ratio, p , and the

O denalty of the medium, p , are readily available from a physical proper-

ties analysis of the particular medium.

Utilizing the proper bc'undar conditioun, it can be shown tha the

following four relations between amplitudes are valid:

(Al - A) oo, a + A sin 3 - A co, a - A sin 0 - 0 (2.30)

(A + Ad) sin *, A3 coo - A5 3 in + k cos . 0 (2.UI

(A, + ) ca coo 219 - A3va sin 2"3 - Afg%(%/pa) cos 2135

Ar.,(a/l.)sin 20 5 0 (2 .2

p•a.2 [(A 1 - A2 ) sin •- y 5 /v) coo 20 3]

- 2, [A4(,*In . % - A5•(.., coo. 205] o (2.33)
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when p and Pbare the densities .?th~e twJo media.
BY substitution in equation (2.27), the four simultaneous e,, ations

(2.30), (2.31), (2.32), and (2.33) may be solved to give the amplitudes of
the reflected and refracted pulses in ,terms of A, , t!& anplitude of the

incident dllatation pulse.

The effect of the mechanical impedanct. mismatch of any two media
which are bonded may be determined. 'The above considerations define a
method for treating the very general case where a dilkitational pulse is

impinged at some incident angle to an Interface between any two media.
Refrring to the walls of a tunnel, it is true that the explosive pulse
will generally fall into this general ease. How-ver, the energy distribu-

tion is rather complex and the evaluation of all the factors involved is
not practical. Since the damage of greatest interest oc,ur6 when a pulse
impinges at normal incidence to a free surface, the following simplifica-

tions of the general case are discussed: (a) a dilatation pulse impinging

at normal incidence to an interface between any two media considereo to be

inte&--ly bonded, and (b) a dilatation pulse impinging at normal ine.Idence

to a free surface boundary.

240 NORMAL INCIDENCE--TWO MEDIA. Because of normal inuidence, angle a,
is zero, and from equation (2.27) all other angles are zero too. Substi-
tuting equation (2.27) into the four equations (2.30), ý2.31), (2.32), and

(2.33) shows that waves A3 and A5  anish ý.o that only dilatation
pulses are generated. The solutions for the ratios between displacement

amplitudes A2 /A. and A./A 1  ar then found as:

A2 D_%% acb a (20.,

A1 Pc. + %cb

and

A4  
2%ac& (2.35)

Equations (2-.34) and (2.35) v,11'- p,.ovie relative displacement ampli-
tudes of the reflected and refracted dilatation pulses A2 ae; A4

compared to the incident puý ýe
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The value of the ampliLtr~e of tlhe normal stress .Just before a wave

strikes a boundary at normal incidezuce is:

an- 2ArT ep (2.36)

where f is the frequency of the wave.
The values of a the nori.2l stress in medium a , nd Od. , the

na
normal stress In medium b , aiter the wave an has reacted witi, the bound-

ary are given by:

glutPr,--(A, +A 2 C (2.3T)

a 21rf Acb (2.38)

These equaations apply to all harmonic waves of any frequency and

therefore will apply for pulscs of arbitrary shape.

The condition that the boundary is bonded requires *7n - b thus

Onb A~cbp (2.39)

or, fromn equation (2.35),

Onb 20% (.40

On 0aca + %Cb

Equation (2. 34) show@ that the amplitude of the reflected wave de-
pends on the quantity (%%e - psaca) and no wave will. be reflected at normal
incidence when the prcduct of the density and velocity is the -- e for CAP

two media. This product "po" is referred to herein as tbo InechaniL-A

impedance" of the medium. Equatior (?'.341 also shown that when the maechaxn-

ical impedance of the second medium (medium b) Is greater than that of the,

first (sodium a), the amplitude of the disp1&'-smsnt on refloc!" ~n Is of the
same uign as that of the incident wave. The Wmlltude changes in signi when

the mechanical impedance c, thu second medium is lower than that of the

first, and th-re Is a change in phase on reflectiou. A campreamve stress
pulse of suff:cie .tly )rgo amlitude traval Ing a a medium and impingiwZ
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at normal incidence -.kpon a free aurfitce may eause a tensile fracture. A

dillaational and a shear pulse are produced when a compression ri'lse im-

pinges at other than normal incidence. The interference of such reflected

pulses gimes rise to very complicated stress distrioutions aud the super-

position of several reflected pulses may produce tensile stresses which dre

sufficiently large to cause fracture.

2-41 ILWUSTRATiVE EXAMPLE. The importance of impedance mismatching call be

demonstrated best by the following numerical examj.....L considered for normal
4.ncidence of the pulse and assuming the media are well Lcnded.

Physical properties for sandstone, granite, concrete, and a sand

cushioz, material for this e'-mnle are as follows:

Weight Mass Density Mechanical
Young's Poisson's Density ( lb-.co2  Long Impedance
Modulus Ratio (w) p ),, l-s- Velocity lb-sec

material (E)psi (P) lb/ t (c). f'ts cu ft

Sandstone 2.8 x o 0.44 140 4.6 I 5 17.3 x 1o3  0.75 x 105

Granite 5.6 x 106 0.25 168 5.22 13.6 x 1o3 o.T1 X 105

Concrete 3 x 106 0.10 150 4.76 9.7 x 133 0.45 x 105

Sand cushlua 1 x 103 0.20 150 4.76 0.185 x 10 3 0.009 x 105

Consider the case of the wave passing from the sandstone medium

through the interface into the concrete medium. The ratio of mechanical

impedance of concrete to that of sandstone PC %c/psBCB is 0.45 x 105/

0.75 x 105 . 0.6D, and the ratio of stress in the concrete to that in the

sandstone from equation (2.-4) is:
oc = •2pc = 2 x 0.45 x 105  = .5

UBA soCas + 0 cCc (0.75 + o.45) X 105

Next, consider the case of the wave pussiug from granite to concrete.
The ratio of mechanical impedance of concrete to granite pc a inPCc g g
0.45 x 105/0.7l x 105 - 0.63, and from equation (2.4o) the ratio ot stress

In concrete to granite aIOg 1# 0.9/1.16 a 0.78. Thus, the stress in thu

concrete is not reduced substantially and the stress pulse in -the -diu_,

is well coupled to ihe concrete.

Next, assu.. that a lv -,ur of sand cushion is plaved between a rock

42,
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W wall and a concrete liner. The mechsrical impedance rat~o for sand cushion:

to sandstone p sc cs/PsCss is 0.009 x 10r,10.75 x lO5 wL., and to

granite psccsc/0 c is 0.09 x 105i/0.71 x lO5 = 0.013. The stress ratio

for the sandstone case from equation (2.40) is 0.018,10.7-9 . 0.024, and for

granite is 0.018/0.719 - 0.025.

The pulse in passing through the sand cushion is con•iderably reduced

in intensity. Consider the stress in the liner for these last two cases in

terms of the stress in the original medium. :rom sandstone to sand cushion

to concrete liner,

/L
oCCS 004x .459 o4

and from granite to sand cushion to concrete liner,

2/C 0.x59Ociag 0 .025 x 1.:; :-ý 0.049

Thus, the stresses hara been reduced to about 5 percent of that in the

original medium.

2-42 FREE SURFACE INTERFACE. A free surface, such as in a tunnel, pro-

vides near zero impedance matching at the boundary. Only two puls.es of

importance, a shear pulse and a dilatation pulse. are g.enerated and -e-

flected when a compressional pulse strikes a free surface. Nearly all the

incident energy is reflected in the dilatation pulse which is now a tensile

stress puls.

The angle of reflection ot the shear pulse Is given by (6]

sn " L3 - Ua

where

o•l - the angle of Incidence

03 3 the angle of reflection of the shear wave

Ca I the propagat.Lon velocity if the iil--tation v-avo

va - the propagation velocity of the ah.-a VL,.Ve

-a Poioson's ratiO

*3
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The angle of reflection of the diltatlou pulse is equal to tb• angle of

incidence.

Assuming that the refracted pulse amplitudes at the free boundary are
zero, the following formulas give tte relative, amplitales of the reflected

dilatation and shear pulses in terms of the amplitude of the incident

dilatation pulse Lt a free plane boundary J6].

sin 2u sin 203 ca c°2 ^t33s
- ((2.42)

sin 2ai, sin 203 + (7 s2 20•3

2 sin 2cx, cos 213 (.3

sin 2c sin 213 ( + c) os 2133

These equations apply to all harmonic waves of any frequencj and

therefore will apply for pulses of arbitrary shape. In equations (2.42)

ani (2.43), A, is the displacement amplitude

S/.-�. of the incident dilatation pulse, A2  is the

I -••, * displacement amplitude of the reflected dilate-

tion pulbe, A3 Is the displacement amplitude
of the reflected shear pulse, and the other

symbols are as previously delined.

,.,ftm was Figure 2.17 indicates the result .of plot-

l-ltI'g /•, , versus the angle of inct:•iee r
Alo'* - a Poi,',on's ratio of 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35. TWa

, the came where 1 - 0.35 as an exWle; the

.J grah showa that the amplit~ude of the reflected

shear wave is a maxi-mui.a at an aa1 le of In, .2cnce
"I •'", of abot 48 degrees. Its amplitude is then a

little greater tbun that of the incident weve.
Figure 2.17. Refica4 The soplitufe of the reflect-d , itation i I

.mpiiaiII for Pin U014ii'I,J2i

"Ov isidns6 firee safv Is .imnm.at an acglii of uaiidenco of about

14 j
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65 degrees. At grazing incidence no distortion pul=d is reflected and

A2/A1  again becomes unity.

Relatively large amplitudes of the shear wave are reflected for

angles of incidence between 15 and 75 degrees. For angles of incidence "bx-

tween 50 and 80 degrees, the reflected dilatation wave hL• a rele•tively

sraall amplitude; for low values of Poisson's ratio in this range of inci-

dent angles, the reflected longitudinal wave is in phase wiLh the incid2-nt

dilatation wave, that is, an in.-ident com&zssive pulse is reflected as a

compressive pulse and a shear pulse. The energyi of the initial dilatation

wave at the boundary is distributed between the reflected dilatation and

shear waves, and it- -iven by:

energy of initial dilatation wLvc.= energy of re-
flected dilatation + energy of reflected shear

or, in terms of amplitudes and angles of reflectjion this may be written as

2 2
A A:-sin 20

2 +3 3(2.4I4)
2 2A1  Al sin 2 a,

The energy density of a shear wave is less than that of a dilatation
wave of the same displacement amplitude, since the ratio of sin 3'/sia

is always lees than unity. This is further substantiated by the f!a-t that

the shear wave is reflected at an angle less than the reflected dilatation
wave angle, which requires that the width of the reflected beam of the

shear wave wrill be greater than the width of the reilected dilatation beam.

Hence, the energy density for the shear pulse must be lower on reflction

for equal displacement amplitudes than the dilatation, pulac. Zquatin
(2.44) applied to the amplitude functions shown in figure 2.17 indicates

that the conservation of energy nak beer. inaintained.

Figure 2.18 illustrates the stress dist~ibution at various staves
when a plane ccpressional pulse of trigu•plar shape is re:.&ected at right

angles to a free surface. The resultant stress, indicated by he#,'* , .,lid

lines, at any point during reflection is obtained y -Ading th" alwxe'..es

du-- to the inc'dent and reflected pulses i•ti1. uLý shown by '.he thin lineo

in each figure, whi!, the broken line corresponds to the portion of the
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puls e which has already been re-0

- flecked. Figure 2.18a shows the

pulse approaching the ft ee bv..Mdazry,

-, *.figure 2.1lb zhows the distribui;ion

.. when a part of the pulse has been

* - -eflected but the stress LtilU con-

- mslats entirely of compression,

figure 2.1 8 c is a slightly later

stage when some tens ion bas been set

S.- up near the boundarj, and in figures

2.18d and 2.1 8e this tension has

Figure 2.18. The tensile reflection of spread and the stress is entirely

trianguIar compressioo puite at normal in the form nf tension. In figure
incidence to a free boundary 2.18f the reflection is completed

and the tension pulse is of the same shape as the incident compression

pulse.

As can be seen in figure 2.18, appreciable tension will first be set

up at same distance from the free surface and I'.; is here that fractures

will begin. Once a fracture has started, the rest of the pulse is re-

flected at the new free surface formed, so that a series of approximately

parallel cracks may be produced when the amplitude of the stress pulse is

sufficiently great. Eack time a 'ractur,! is formed a certain amount of

forward momentum is trapped between the fracture and the new free surface.

If the fractuve exteuds cufficiently for a piece to be broken off, it will

fly off with the momentum trapped in it. This fracturing process may con-

tinue such that a series of pieces follow each other in flying off +I- suc-

cessive free surfaces. The fracturing procebs is limited to that region

where the result&nt tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the rock.

2-43 LABORATORY VERIFICATION AND APPROXIMATED FRACT(U PMM(NA. T.

fracture of brittle materials by reflected tensile stress is frequE.-tly

observed in the laboratory. In recent work [21j, Rinehart has been able

to explain quantitatively, on t?'e b'asie of reflected tensile streas, the

scabbing of a surface of a metal plate by the detonation of an explosive

charge against the cpp:site feee of the plate. Accord Ag to Rinshari,

4~6
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the number of layers, n , zbrmed in the scabb7ing proess is the first

Sinteger smler than the ratio ao/o• , where i° is the peak compressive
stress of the incident wave, and a. is the tensile strength of the metal.

The thicknuas of the layers depends on the bhi-fp and length of the falling
•I+•i Part of the incident pulse. Wh.-re the stresz- curve falls steeply, thin

++ +•scabs will be formed; as the slope of the stress distance curve decreases,

the thickness of the scabs increases. The total thickness of the scabbirg

is one-half the distance In which the campr.- 'ive stress of the incident

* pulse falls from o° to o° - nam . Rinehart eelculates stress from the

relation a - Pcv, where a is the stress, p the mass density, c the

fteismic velocity, and v the partlele velocity, and develops a relation

between the particle velocity and the velocity of ejection of a pellet.

This mechanism, used to explean the scabbing of metal, may be used to ex-

plain the type of damage to rock in the recent underground explosion

tests [6]. The two phenomena are much the same. The assumptions that the

stress wave is plane and is not attenuated appreciably ow'r a distance

equal tc half the pulse length, and that

the material is uniform, probably do not

hold so closely for the work with rock -

as for Rinehart's work with metal. 06 -- • LJj
Cons.der a saw-tooth pulse in com- -.

presslon with an abrupt risz wuve front •"
lmpinging against a tree surface as in rs " vats"

figure 2.19a. When this pulse strikes

the plane free surface and is reflected,

tension is formed imnediately. After

the reflected pulse has traveled a I-
distance L/2k , shown in figure 2.1^, , em,. r..
the first spall will occur. The heavy (4) . %

line shows the resultant stresc pulse, " +i hoe -,o"

while the dotted line shows the on- 191 ft
coming compression pulse t the

Figure 2. .I, Spal~ing pocess due to a
reflcted ten-oion pulse. The static sa•,-i"OrA romprouaio. pais# as wnomal
tensile ftrar-th Lf th.' c-.ck Is at , J4Leac. so a free bounary

*7
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&nd L is the pulse length. Afte- the .Lzt break, the spalled rock moves

away with velocity v1  ard a secom,. free as. *face is formed with the re-

maining part of the compression pulse acting upon it, as shomn !a flgvu'e
2.]9c. Again upon reflection tension is fo.emed, art, -hen the reilected
pulse has travele4 a distance L/1•k another break will occur if

(klt - at) > ot , i.e. if k > 2 . Thi- is illustrated in figure 2.19d.

The second spall moves away with velocil4 v2 , and a third free surfqce
is formed as indicated in figure 2.19e. This process will continue n

times until (kNt - not) < at . The important fact is that the rock free-

u.ires occurring at a particular locatior do not occur simultaneously, but

in successive stages. Each fracture is separated by a short interval of

time. Thus, the tunnel liae& is subjected to a series of impacts for a
short period of time.

2-44 FALLING AND FLYIIG ROCK. In the previous section the production of

falling and flying rock resulting from the fractures caused by the stress

pulse is discussed. The t ,~t, size, and velocities of such fractured

rock are discussed In M 1110-3•45-434. In that manual four degraes of

damage intensity are described and regions of similar damage intensity are

denoted as zones of damage. The zone of a given intensity of damage is

designated by a number.

The distances from explosion to free surfuce at which various in-

tensities of damage will occur on various types of rock depend upon the
nature of the rock, the size of the explosion, type of explosive, etc.

These factors are discussed in E3 1110-345-434.

The zones of damage are briefly described as follos:

Zone 4 damage indicates very light, elpotty damage which probably
results frco dislodging previously broken rock. The geaLogit: w.uc-
ture present determines to a large extent the size of the fractured
pieces. For instance, for a tunnel with a long transverse ipan and
in which bedding is nearly horizontat and an few inches apart, fairly
large pieces might fall in this zone. If, on the other hand, the
tunnel is in rock with bedding steeply inclinel to the horiz.Intal or
with no bedding, the failures would probab±y be restricted to the
areas where tunnel fracturer and cracks we" rroduced in soli4 rock
by the driving process.

Zone 3 indicates ioderate conti.n%&ous dam" over the region of
the tunnel peelphery closest to the exploswoa. Th"Lz is a regLn

I48
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where a stress pulse k! s suftictent amplitude to cause fracture in
solid rock. Single or multiple -palls can re.-ult in this region.
The pieces are not very large as the pulse in this region has Juet
sufficient amplitude to cause single or double spasl .,. ',1'h size of
the spells is not controlled by the rock conditions ,nd strength
alone, but also by the ehape of the dil-ttation compression pulse.
The shape of the pulse, its length and general slope at pulse frontand rear, controls to a leu-e extent the size of the spalled pieces.
The general pulse shape encc,'.itered in the recent underground ex-plosion tests [6] is ap:-oximated by that In figure 2.19. In zone 3,
the size and velocity of the rock pieces produced by the pulse are
controlled by the geology, rock tensi1 ." strength, and pulse shape.
In practice one finds that the structural planes of weakness have a
large effect upon the size nf rock pieces bi'cken free by the pulse.
The initial flyrock in zone 3 has a velocity between 2 and 3U fps.

Zone 2 indinates heavy dam&ge coutinuous over the region of the
tunnel periphery closest to the explosion. This is the region where
the stress pulse Is large enough to cause multiple fractures in solid
rock. The size of the pieces oi rock ib not much larger than the
maximum for zone 3 but the maximum initial velocities are probably
twice as great; thus, the energy of the rock fragents is about four
times as great.

Zone 1 indicates complete breakthrough frnm tLt surface. Pro-
tection against zone 1 damage is not believed to be feasible; there-
fore, no further discussion is given.

DESIGN COIBIDERATIONS AND CRITERIA

2-45 DMAGE RCTfECTION. Ia'asge o- the type exhibited by zone 4 is sim!Li 1
to the type of failure comouly known as "popping rock" condition. Protec-
tion against this kind of damage can be provided by simple means " the fly-
rock fra4pents are mall and their velocities low. The use of roof bolts
would probably be ineffective as the mau.rity of the spalled pieces acr
only a few inches in sie. A screen suspended fran the roof that vouM
deflect or huld the spalled or loosened rock and keep it frca fallig
would usually be sufficient. Any light tunnel lining which would bond the
surface would be adequate.

Zone 3 protection is not as simple as protection for wov- 4 typts of
damage. Structures are rnquired which wil! fNnction as followib:

(1) fneure that isolation from tunnel wall rocL is obtained so tha+
cbe loading pulse is not trans•itte- directly to "1,te inner

tune."A.L sO. LC:tur*.
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1l' (2) Provide ab~lity to absort' energy aused by the impact blowF *
,from the flyrock.

(3) Provide ability to carry the dead weigLt of the rock 1ýroken
from the tunnel.

The distance between the structure- and the tunnel wall shoud be keji

as sma.LI as possible. This will kee-D the rree-fall velocity of fract-,ed

reek to a minimum and reduce the re..ltaret impact loading upon the struc-

ture.

Protection against zone 2 type of damage requires an Inner tunnel

structure somewhat more sturdy than that required by zone 3. As in the

previous ca"e, the structure will have to be designed to carry out, the same

three functionz. However, in addition, the structure should provide a

mechanism for distributing and softening the impacts of the high-velocity

fractured rock, as well as supporting the larger static loads. A material

should be placed between the structure and tunnel wall which will not allow

direct transmission of the pulse into the structure but will distribute and

soften the impacts. Granular materials, such as sand and crushed stone,

will be adequate when placed between tunnel wall and structure. This mate-

rial should completely f~ll the space and provide a thickness of 5 to 6 in.

2-46 DESIGN LOADS. Tunnel structure dosign loads for the various intensi-
'ies of damage for each zone type have been determined Ifro the field

tests [7, 8]. The magnitude of the loads to be sustained depends, of

course, on the size of the tunnel.

The prediction of design loads depends on the ability to determine

the quantity of flyrock or fractured rock and Its velocity. It Is assamume

that the total amount of fragented rock Is independent of th" arn4lar

position of the region of the tunnel that is tubjected to mxlmmm damage.
The vertical rouk load resting on the structure Is variable and vill do-

pend upon the angular position of the fragmented aauton relative tc a
vertical section through the center line of the tunnel. Figure 2.20 indi-

cetes hov the structure lodding is dependent upon the aU;,lax palt •ion of

the fraemerted rock.

The amount of fragwonted rock to be used for desV-- purpose. Is
caloulated froa a comeideratn of the damage area. The dmago area Is

50
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S the area of the transverse t-.unel se,4,iou ..

(square feet) after blast minus the area . . .,,,

of the transverse tunnel section at the

sam tunnel station before blart [6]. Wit.,' G

Figure 4.20 in .M u110-45-434 shors I

the relati on between the scale chx.ge-to-

tnnel distance and the tunnel damage area

directly under the charge and the zone "

classification of damage. Addir.tonal data

pertaining to tunnel damage areas along

the length of tunne. i given in table

2-2, pete 2-25, of reference (61, a part Fiure 2.20. Posiion of fragmented

of which is given in table 2.3. Inspec- rock oan tunnel after explosion

tion of these two sets of data allows one to reach the conclusion that for

tunnel lining design purposes only, a zone classification of dmage is

Table 2.3. Tunnel Damoe-Demage Area at Outer Zone Lmi.s

Tianiel zone Zone Zone Zone Zone Zone
Diam- 1A 2A 3Pt 1B 2B 3B

r eter Area Area Area Ana Aea Area
Round ft ft sqft qft sq ft qft sqft sq ft

80T 6.84 6 20.02 14.01 0.6n 20.02 -

808 6.84 -- 3.01 1.00 T3.37 .80
809 10.26 6
810 13.68 6 1.30 -- 2.4O
811 13.68 6 8.80 0.20 6.61 1.5o
812 13.68 6 14.00 1.00 12.00 2.51
813 1.-.55 6 11.98 1.50 11.00 0.30
814 34.2 15 34.9T 10.00 -- 8.00
815 34.2 15 360.25 45.03 4.00 ',-.08 -- --

816 34.2 15 384.81 T6.9 4.99 600.03 67.02
817 68.4 30 31.48 10.15 193.22

Note: The damage area in the area of the transverse tunnel section (uoare
feet) after blast minus the area of the transverse tunuel ection St

the sae tunnel station before blast; 7 is the characteriat 4 c
length (feet) nuwi'e.elly equal to the u•sbw rout of tte charge tiht

in pounds.
Tho letter A, included as part of the ',.ae aumber, refers to the

dama•p zo,,e tovnrl the tunnel portal au4 to the zone tovard the
tunnel face.
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Justified because of the large sprxý, i4 in the observed damage areas under

the various experimental conditions. Also, the variables of each tunnel

site, and tae rauge of weapons that may be used against it for d,=%,v are

so great that any .ttempt to predict the possible ete..t of damage closer

than a zone c)lasification cannot be Justified.

Average values of the expected per..ant damawe areas for the Mariou4

zones can be obtained as follows. T~le 2.3 snows that the average dmadge

area for the outer limit of zone 3 was 1.19 sq ft for the 6-ft-diamet er

tunnels. This value mu'.tiplied by 100 and divided by the original trans-

verse area gives 4.2 percent damage area. A similar computation for the

15-ft-diameter tunnel gives 3.8 percent damage area. Likewise, computa-

tions for zone 2 outer limit yield for the 6-ft tunnel 29.4 percent damage

area, and for the 15-ft tunnel, 28.5 percent damage rxes. It should be

noted that the percent damage area in zone 2 becomes very large as zone 1

is approached. Designing tunnel linings for protection against more than

an 80 percent damsae area does not appear practical; therefore, this value

is arbitrarily selected as the upper limit of zone 2.

For design purposes the percent damage area at the upper limit of

zone 4 and the lower limit of zone 3 is arbitrarily rwaded off at 5 per-

centj likewise, the percent damage area at the upper limit of zone 3 and

the lower limit of zone 2 is rounded off at 30 percent, also the upper

limit of zore 2 is set at 60 perc, ,t, Th. expected scale charge-to-tunnel

distances for these various percent damage areas can be obta&Ld from

figure 4.20 and are simmarized in table 2.4.

The magnItude of the maximum velocity of the fractured rock varies

Table 2.4. Probable Percent Danmage Area of Eack Zwe

Zone Scale D1 stance PWlrcent Dmged Area

4 6.0 0-5

3 4.0 5-30

2 2.5 30-00

1 - breakthrough
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from zone to zone and within each zone. However, the velocities of the

firat pieces to fracture at any point in a particular zone are much greater

than the velocities of the last pieces to fracture during the pericd of

damage. Prcbably the last pieces to fractuxe bwve little if any initial

velocity. Table 2.5 is a listing of the probable maxifrus velocitieT for

spalled rock in the various zones an obtained frcm IN 1110-345-434.

Table 2.5. Probable Maximum IVelocidies of SpalLed Rock

ZOne Scale Distancej Velocity Range, fps

4 6.o 0-2

3 4.o 2-30

2 2.5 30-60

For design purposes, the Impacts which the iamer tunnel structure

receives should be considered as successive impacts. The first impacts

are derived from mall fragments at high velocities, and the last impacts

* are associated with relatively larger pieces at relatively lower veloci-

ties. Therefore, the energy >er impact is sme fraction of the total

energy. The total energy can be calculated by using the total mass of t'

rock broken per foot of tunnel associated with a velocity of half tb%*. MAx-

mm velocity for that zone. The fraction of the total energy per i-pact

recommnded for design purposes is for zone 2, 1/10, for zone 3, 1/5, and

for 4one 4, 1/2. There is no experimntal data avail.-ble for the dyniamic

loading of inner tunnel structures resulting from underground explosions.

The above recommndations are based on field data and cbsen'..- , ns resw:t

ing from the experiments of the Corps of Engineers [11, in particu.Ar,

high-spwel motion pictures, Rinehart s ti=ory of fracture, and the appruox-

mated pheomena of fracture (paragraph 2-43). Probably most of the energy

is dtssipated from each impact before the tnet impact occur: .. This is held

possible since the time difference is great enough between each iMrr•,ct;.

Tbh high-speed movies indicated the'. the fracture phsencentn were ?prb, I

over a larga nmuber of frmes at a speed of ".,•,) frmes p.r second, and

thus Justify s tim cassipat1on of energ.
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2-4T7 TERMINAL STATIC LOAD. The final static load resting upon the inter-
"nal tunnel structure depends upon the qu~antity of rock broken ix.re from the

tunnel wall surface, and the distribution of this broken rock ar.iund. the.
periphery of the liner. The d- e will vary for an•, given explosion, &ad

depends primamily on the distance of each point of the tunnel witk• respect
to the explosion. This damage is cbtractf-rized by the designation of zones

explained previously. In any design for protection, a selection of the

maximum protection desired for the whole tunnel wo .' need to be made, such

as protection against zone 3 loading, etc. The quantit. if rock fractured

per foot of tunnel can be determined [6] by utilizing the information given

in tablz. 2.h.

The angular location of the explosion and the distance betreen the

tunnel lining and the wall surface determine what portion of the fractured

rock will need to be supported by the tunnel. The broken roc.k will dis-

tribute somewhat uniformly over the upper region of the lining when the

explosion is directly overhead. Most of the broken rock will support it-

self if the explosion occurs directly out from the equatorial radius. If

the initial distance between tne inner tunnel structure and the tunnel wall

surface is small, or if a crushed stone cushion is used between this pro-

tective structure and the tunnel wall, most of the broken rock will remain
in place no matter where the explosion is angularly located. Tf a large
open space is left between the pro-ecvive structure and the tunnel wall,
then broken rock will slide o"f the lining and build up around the lining
from the bottom. From the static design viewpoint each posItion of damage
needs to be examined separately. Keeping the distance between the internal

tunnel structure and the tunnel wall small will reduce the tezaunal scacic

loading by utilizing wviging and arching action of the broken rock. It Is

easier to prevent rock motion than to stop it.

2-48 ADEQUA1Y OF CONTACT LINRS. As stated before, one of the main ftunc-

tions of a structure or liner for protection against urerground. !XP.Losive

loads is to provide as close to a zero mechanical impeeance match as
possible. While an open space provides nearly a perfect mismatch, it

allows othe.: types o"' loadb to be greater bhan need b-. t.As mismatc,,ing
of .Qh. mechanical iaWaence ciw be carried to a high degree by placing any

S • ! ! I ! I I I I I I ! • • •/
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kind of material that has a t•ttr iensity than the rock medium between the

tunnel liner "nd the tunnel wall. A granular material with a high per-
centage of voids is particularly effective. If any present t3,i'- -kiler is

insulated from the tunnel wall by such materia'.. c•ad is strong enofal.;1 to

carry the static load resulting from the explosive shock, it could well be
called a good protective liner. Ha,.ever, a major point of iwportanue is

that liner foulndations should also be cushioned from the solid r,-k by a

granular material such as a sand and crushed etone layer. This is essen-

tial to minimize the transmission of the pulse to the liner by way of the

foundation, and to absorb any impact vibrations that may exiet.

2-',g9 CELECTING ADMUATE PROTECTIVE LTNERS. The liner required for ade-
quate protection will depend upon the type of rock, the depth of the tunnel,

the function of the tunnel, and the kind of wea2on! which would be used
against the tunnel. Under one set of eonditinns a tunnel might require no

liner for protection against bombings, while the same tunnel under another

sel of conditions would require liner protection. The limits of antici-

pated damage can be obtained by rpplying the principles set do,"i in ED

311-0-345-434. It is obNiouc tha' if any underground installation is sub-
jected to atomic bomb attack and the bomb can bring about damage as in

zone. 1 with a breakthrough occurring, the whole tunnel in that region be-

tween the blast doors will become completely contaminated. Therefore, the

minimum depth for adequate p.ot3ctiva must be greater than the distau-e
to effect a zone 1 type of damage. Whether or not it wuuld be more prac-

tical in each case to go deeper or to provide protection against zone 2

type of damage depends on the actual situations met in each case.

2-50 DETERMINATION OF DELIGN LOAMS. The design loads are ase,'+tained
after the intensity of the type of damaje is established for which rrotec-

tion is desired. The design procedxare fP.-, each case of zone 4 type t-noubg

zone 2 type of damage protection may be slightly varled. It may be pos-
sible, for instance, for a s&LLle liner tc p.-vvide all the ne,-seary pro-

tection even where the oasic rock is of such a nature that artificial
supports are necessary to walantaiu a staticallj stab]* opening, and wh: .,i-

protaction ib also aecessery against explosive la.. Thus, a single liaie.

can serve t'%o b&. 1\.. .tions. This aight be ca .-ied out by simp• y
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provi±&ing at la~'er of granular material between the liver and the lwalls and
r00oP Of the tutinel..

Figures 2.21, 2.22, aud 2.23 indIcato some ideas of what ray be done

=oet varying conditions. The designer can vary ,re construction to mneet

16.b -4 ,

Figusre 2.21. Typical internal structure-- Figure 2.22. Typical insernal stmucture--
horseshoe or circular shape-for zones 2 and 3 horseshoe or circul~ar ahape-.for zones 2 and 3

the particular conditions adhering

only to the principles set forth in

this ma~nual.

After the size of opening is set

and the degree of damage protection

determined, the loads are evaluated as

set forth herein. IN 111-345".34,
figure 4.22, establishes a c,)rrection

factor to Lo;; used for tunnels where
the tunneI scale diamieter is greater

figure 2.23. Typica.l internal structure.. than 0.1441. This correction' fasator
fiat 'Me-for zon*# 2 an 3 miltiplied. by the predicted. d=

area es set forth in figure 1-20
gives v'a~lU3 in agre~ement with experimental observatU A.*t OdThi con uciyion
fa.,tc,r may be applied in the ams way to the values given in table 2.4.
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The following example ir eiveji tu illustrate the uwe of the design
principles in order to determine the de.!gn loads, toth static aad dynamic.

and to determine a value of wall thickness for a reinforced -concrete struc!-

ture. An average valuie of 3 in.-lb per cu in. fcr reinforced concrete has

")een assumed as the energy abaorption factor. T'his factor will very de-

pending upcn the type of construcVt-n material used ýmd the size and :thape

of the structure. Therefore, the en.:r~y absorption factor should be deter-

mined for each installation.

2-51 ILIUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE. Assume that a tunnel of the type shown in

figure 2.20 is to be designed and •'tillt to provide protection from. bombing

attacks. The specific usa of this tunnel requires that protection be pro-

vided for expected zoue 3 type damage as caused by a bomb containing

25,000 ib of explosive. Assume that the tunnel is located lu rock and at

a depth such that it will be subjected to this type of damage. Assume that

the bomb detonates directly over the tunnel such that the maximum weight of
spaiied rock rests upon the full width of the tunnel lining.

The tunnel is to have approximately the following dimunsiond: width

* (or diameter), 12 ft; height to spring line. 6 ft; radius of circular

roof, 6 ft.

The scale diameter is given by

T/W1/3 - 12(25,000)1/3 - 0.41 < 0.b

Since the scale diameter is less than 0.44 no correct:.on factor need

be applied to the damage values and the percent damage area can be read

directly from table 2.4 as ranging from 5 to 30 percent. For maximum prn-

tection the 30 percent value will be used. The damaged area expected ih

0.30 X the transverse area . 0. 3  [ 1X-(2 + 12 x6 - 38.6 sq it

The total weight of fractured rock ir

38.6 sq ft e 130 lb/cu ft 3 5018 lb/ft of tunnel length
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From paragraph 2-46 for zone tyrpe dawase. the energy per impact

factor is 1/5 of the total energy of the tottL mass of rock broken per foot

)f tunnel length. Therefore, for impact deeign the weight of ro~k per

impact is

1/5 X 5018 - 1004 lb/ft of tunnel ,

From table 2.5 the velocity racre oz fractured rock is from 2 tc

30 fps. Again from paragraph 2-46, half the maximum velocity la used,

therefore, v = 30/2 = 15 fps.

So, the energy per impact per foct of tunnel is

1/2 x mass x v = 1/2 x (weight/gravity) X (velocity)2

= 1/- x (1004/32.2) x 15 x 15 - 3508 ft-lb

Now permitting a factor of absorption of 3 in.-lb per cu in. for reinforced

concrete, the vhickness of a concrete lining czn be calculated. The energy

of allowable absorption must equal the energy placed upon the structure.

So for one foot of length of lining tht - -mitted ubsorption is approxi-

mately

1Ix x x diameter (ft) + (2 x spring-line height (ft) + width (ft)]

X thickness (.G) x 3 in.-lb/cu in. X 144 sq in./sq ft

[1 x w x 12 + (2 x 6) + 12] X t X in.

I (6s + 24) 432t - 18,51lt ft-lb/ft

This factor is equal to the energy per foot of tunnel per Uq•t, and the

lining thickness is

t o 0.1895 ft a 2.2.7 t.

For static comisiderations, kft.r the rock has sattled ý.t rest, A

as,-f<•,g tUe worst condition where the total weight of the broken rock

rests ,ipon the tunnel. Vning. the static design woull u, the above
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* calculated value of 5018 lb ,. foot of tunnel length, or

5018 =418 lb/ft of tunnel width

It ap,,ars that - considerations t7 .he design of Ihe protec-

tive lining for this particular tunnel can be eliminated. Any thickness

greater than t = 0.1895 ft will pr..vide the necessary dynamic protection,

and a greater thickness than thils is generally necessary to even build such

a structure. From various handbooks on tunnel lining design [7] tables are

available from which the s;atic design can be completed when the load per
0

foot of tunnel length is given. Tables 1 and 2 of refcrence ['() show

clearly in this example that the statir! load is very small and a minimum

design is all that is needed.

Table 2.6 is included to give sone examples of compusted static and

dynamic design loads for zones 4, 3, and 2 on a 9-ft-, 12-ft-, and 15-ft-

diameter opening.

Table 2.6. Static and Dynamic Design Loads for 9-ft., 12-ft-. and 15-ft Diameter
T•i.els of Assumed Circular Cross Section

Damage Arca, sq ft Wt of Broken Rock
Max - I lb/ft of Tunnel

Max

Tunnel Diaieter, ft Tunnel Diameter, ft

Zone Area, %* 1 15 9 JF 12 Ili

4 5 3.2 5.7 8.8 420 740 1.200

3 30 19.0 34.0 53.0 2500 4,400 6,900

2 80 51.0 9o.o 140.0 6600 12,000 18,000

lb/ft of Tinr-O1 Eniry per Impact
per Impact . per ft of Tunnel, ft-lb

Impact Tunnel Diametur, fLi Tunnel Diamete-, ft
Zone Factor 9 12 15 9 12 15

4 1/2 210 1  17 60o- 5.7 9.3
1 1/5 500r 1M V1,00 1((u 3, LCO 4,.goc

2 1/10 66! 1200 i-0 0 Y T17,000 25,0U0
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2-52 NATURE OF LIMR. The shape and size of the opening for functional

purpobes and the ty'pe of rock and failure3 anticipated will determine the

design features of the iraner tunnel structure or liner. The deptri of
tunnel froma bomb penetration viewpoint determines the- Rind of foandation

that Vill be most suitable. For small "unnels, the inner tunnel structure

may be as a ring or rigid frame of simple construction that can witnstand

relatively heavy loads. Unr.3r certain conditions some kind of bracing

structure might be desirable from an economic vieu-,-'nt for large opealngs.

As an example, if a multistory building were to be placed in a large open-

ing, an inner structure for protection might well be a system of rigid

frames of the usual building type designed to withstand the dynamic rock

leads. Figures 2.21, 2.22, and 2.23 are typical simple unscaled designs

consistent with the design principlez of Lhi nanual zud are presented to

indicate some of the possibilities of interior =-d exterior shapes. The

designer should vary the shape to provide economical driving of the tunnel

as well as to meet the functional purpose of the tunnel for safety and

efficient use.

2-53 FOUNDATIONS. The inner Wunnel structure should be supported on some

type of foundation. In most cases the primary pulse will not strike the
foundation directly; i.e., the foundation will be on the opposite side of

the tunnel from the explosion. In aWy event, efforts should be made to

isolate the pulse generated in the rook by the explosion from any inner

tunnel structure. This can be done by preparing a layer of cuarse crushed

stone between footingG and solid rock. The height to which +he foundations

can conveniently extend around the periphery without beLig in line with the

explosion depends on the possible penetration depths that might take '.ace.

Under certain conditions, such as in a mountain side, an explosion could

occur below the floor level of the tunnel. Havi.ng the foudaution isoleted

from direct strikes of the explosive pulse may not always be possible.
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